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Council accepts changes;
adds fifth elective office
By JACK FOLEY
News Staff

Two constitutional amendments received immediate approval at the Campus
Council meeting Monday night, while two other amendments were detoured for the
time being.
Presenting the Council's SelfStudy Committee report, Councillor David Gay moved that
Article V, Section 2 of the constitution, which provides for the

election of Council officers, be
amended by addition to read
"and a corresponding secretary
to be elected each academic year
by the members of the Campus
Council" and that Section 3,
which orders that there be one
officer from each college, be
amended by striking.
This amendment was first proposed as two separate amendments at the Feb. 20 meeting of
the Campus Council. At that
time, both amendments were
tabled. At a meeting of the SelfStudy Committee last Thursday,
it was decided to combine the
two amendments because of the
anticipated difficulty of the second part's being approved by the
Senates.
The amendment passed unanimously and was sent to the Senates for ratification.
The second amendment to receive approval dealt with Article
IX of the constitution. This
amendment calls for "a liaison
officer to be appointed to all major organizations and necessary
associations at the first meeting
of the Campus Council in the
fall." This amendment was also
approved unanimously and sent
to the Senates.
A third amendment, dealing

with the election of the Council the Council Chairman Pat Murchairman, was brought up for discussion by Councillor Gay. According to Gay, there are three
alternatives: (1) the Campus
Council nominates two candidates
for the office, and that ejection
shall be held at large in the
University, (2) the Senates vote
for the two nominated candidates,
and (3) to leave the election as

it is.
The Councillors were then given the opportunity to express
their views on the alternatives.
Councillor Noreen Wall said, "I
think it's a good idea for the student body at large but I can't
see it being that fair to the two
people who are running."
Chris Flynn favored the idea
of an "electoral college" so that
"2000 in one school could not offset 1000 in another school." Miss
King favored retaining the present system since "the Councilors have a chance to personally
meet the person who is to be
their chairman." Judy Carey,
who also favored an electoral
college, said that the student
body would be "voting for two
very well qualified people whom
the Council will pick."
In order for the Senates to discuss this amendment, Gay moved
that the Senate shall elect the

phy with regard*to the recognition of university clubs and organizations was brought from the
table Monday night. This amendment reads "to record all activities on Campus as recognized
providing there is a statement of
purpose ancf/or Constitution, a
statement of compliance with
University and Student Government regulations, and a statement
by the officers that they be held
responsible for any and all debts
incurred by that organization."
Councillor Gay made a motion
to strike the word "or" from the
amendment. A few of the Councilors argued that this would
change the original meaning of
the amendment. Murphy then
withdrew his original motion in
order that he could bring up the Jean Madeira performs in the Chorale's production of Bizet's opera,
motion again under "New Busi- Carmen. For a review of the concert, see page 16.
ness" with the words "and/or
constitution" removed from the

amendment.
When

the heading of "New
Business" came up, Councillor
Flynn asked to be recognized.
Flynn proceeded to make a motion of his own regarding the
recognition of campus clubs.
Flynn's motion read, "To pass
favorable or unfavorable judgment" instead of simp y "recording" campus clubs.
Council chairman. This motion Councillor Joe Ryan moved to
was tabled until the next meet- table Flynn's motion. This moing.
tion failed. After two more moThe amendment proposed by tions to table and two motions to
call the question, all of which
failed to receive the necessary
two-thirds vote, Kathy King
moved to adjourn.
The motion to adjourn passed.
Chairman Murphy immediately

-

Fr. Dorr releases profile
of room and board hike

The breakdown of Ihe $100 room and board fee
increase that wasn't available at the open forum recently was made available to The Heights this week.

Rev. Laurence A. Dorr, S.J., he called the treasurer on the
executive assistant to the presi- morning of the 13th and got them
dent, released the breakdown to rush the HEW report. For this
which he said was not available reason, he said, the figures could
earlier because of work pressures not be gotten in time.)
at the treasurer's office.
As requested repeatedly, the
"It just took longer to get the treasurer's office broke down the
information than we had esti- $100 hike as follows:
mated," Fr. Dorr said. "I re?140 (actually $42): "The inceived the questions on Thursday, creases in the cost of health servsent them to the treasurer by ices for each resident student are
noon Friday. They didn't get to due to the estimated increase of
them until Monday probably, and
$16 in health insurance premiums
I think by that time the president and
called
for
an
executive
session.
the sum of $26 for on-campus
John L. Mahoney, chairman of
After a heated exchange between had already hit them with a rush infirmary costs which the univerthe English Department and a
and charges job."
sity must now assume."
member of the Educational Policy DiMasi and Murphy,
of "power play" by Miss King,
(Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh,
?$60 (actually $61.69): "The folCommittee for A&S, will discuss Murphy
canceled the executive S.J., had already told The Heights lowing schedule indicates the cost
the plan both as a faculty memthat on Monday, Feb. 13 he, him- increases which have occurred in
ber and as a representative of the session.
The two amendments which re- self noticed that a financial report the annual dormitory operating
(The
committee
committee.
will ceived approval have already
for the department of Health, Ed- expenses prorated for each resiconsider the plan at its April been
by three of the four ucation and Welfare, which every- dent student. These costs
ratified
do not
meeting, and Mahoney will disSenates. The amendments go in- one at the University thought was
include expenses for general servcuss how they will examine it.)
to effect as soon as the fourth due March 15 was actually due ices nor for administrative servAfter Mahoney's presentation,
Senate, the School of Nursing, February 15, the same day as the ices (Fr. Hanrahan's office) nor
Scannell will give a brief presen- makes the ratification.
open forum. He told The Heights those costs of other support facilitation of the plan's history and

Sophomore class meeting
to probe student freedom
How interested the A&S student
is in academic freedom will be
the point at issue in the A&S Sophomore Class' open meeting on the
proposed academic charter, according to sophomore class president Jim Scannell.
"I think the administration sees
this as a test of the students,"
said Scannell in reference to the
meeting scheduled for March 10
at 1 p.m. in Bapst Auditorium.

For related stories
see features on page 14
and the editorial page

development.

H
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After Scannell's speech there
will be a thirty-minute period of
open questions from the flour and
discussion.
NEWS
Dean Willis himself will not atThe students were allowed a fleeting gaze at the executive board
"Classes are only cancelled for tend the meeting, since Scannell
pg. 3
of Super Committee this week
sophomores,
A&S
but Dean Willis felt the discussion would be more
took
a look at the A&S student charter
Dean
Willis
5
pg.
is urging all interested A&S stu- frank on all sides if an adminisFEATURES
to
faculty
dents and
attend. It tration representative were not
pg. 13
will really be important to see present.
Naked Ned finally made Dean of Students
Find out what you're entitled to under the BC insurance and
how many show up."
"The meeting," Scannell said,
infirmary plan
pg. 8
The meeting has been titled "has extended its purpose beyond
Academic Freedom at Boston Col- the sophomore class because the SPORTS
BC's basketball seniors express their views on tour years at
lege? and will feature a three- topic itself demands the involvepg. 18
the Heights
part discussion of the Senate's ment of every student in the colThe hockey team is going to the ECAC tournament
pg. 20
proposed plan.
lege.

ties (food) provided for resident
students:
Salaries
$13.44
Supplies:

custodial, cleaning office..
Plant renewal, furnishings
Utilities and plant services
Employee benefits

7.17
13.29
24.46
3.23
$61.69

42.00
$103.69
These figures do not indicate the
entire cost of operating the dormitories, but merely give a break(Continued on Page Seven)
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Committee for Non-violent Action day, March 10, 1967. All sopho- sociation of University Professors
and a member of the War Crimes mores are expected to attend the at 8 p.m. The meeting will be
Fri., March 3: Sons of Bacchus, Tribunal, will speak on "South- Sophomore Class Meeting in held in the Faculty Dining Room,
east Asia?What Next?" Friday, Bapst Auditorium at that time.
on the third floor of McElroy
bluegrass group from Lynn.
Commons.
Sat., March 4: Marty Lawler, BC March 3, at 8:00 p.m., at the
folk, and Bob LeCain, N.U. folk. Arlington Street Church, corner
Very Reverend Michael P.
Cross & Crown
Sun., March 5: Open hoot and au- of Arlington and Boylston Streets,
Walsh, president of the university,
ditions.
Boston.
On Sunday, March 5, there will will speak to the group on "Lay
Mon., March 6: Open night.
be a meeting of the Boston Col- Participation in the Administralege chapter of the American As- tion of Boston College."
Tues., March 7: Open night.
AAUP
Wed., March 8: Fr. Cheney, S.J.
On Sunday, March 5 at 8:30
Thurs., March 9: Poetry.
p.m., the Order of the Cross and
Crown will sponsor a concert by
Super Subcommittees
Banquet
Jesus Maria Sanroma in Bapst
Student Government: At its next meeting the subcommittee
the alumni and faculty of the Auditorium. Sanroma has played H
over
2000
concerts
in
plans
19
different
to question the members of the Campus Council. Chairjl
School of Education are sponsoring a testimonial banquet honor- countries and over 600 perform- H man Jim Steck stresses that the meeting will be open and has
ing Fr. Charles F. Donovan, S.J., ances with nearly 100 different or- | invited interested students and faculty to contact him in adon the occasion of his leaving the chestras. He has studied both here f§ vance of the meeting for questions and suggestions. The meetdeanship of the school to assume in the United States and in Berlin 1| ing will be held Monday, Mar. 6, at 4:15, in McElroy 114.
full-time responsibilities as Aca- under Arthur Schnabel.
|
Student Activities: The group is continuing its discussion of
demic Vice-President of the Uni-, Admission to the concert is free
conditions for the recognition of student organizations. An open
|
versify. The banquet will be held and tickets may be obtained at
meeting will be held Monday at 7:00 p.m. in Cushing I.
at the Sheraton-Plaza Hotel on the A&S Dean of Men's office, at II
II
University Standards: The group has approved its definition
the CBA Registrar's office, and
Saturday, March 11, 1967.
Mr. Philip J. McNiff '33, direct- the Director of Resident Students' g of the purposes of the university. At its next meeting it will bell gin to deal with university regulations. No open meetings are
or of the Boston Public Library, office in McElroy 303.
will serve as toastmaster. SpeakH planned. For more information see page 3.
ers will include Very Rev. Michael
j Communications: At its next meeting the subcommittee will
CSP
P. Walsh, S.J., president; Dr.
examine The Heights' statement of policy. Open meetings are
Evan Collins, president, State The Community Service Project | held every Monday at 4:00 in the basement of the Philomatheia
University of New York at Al- is looking for volunteers to work » Hall. For a story
on last week's meeting, see page 7.
bany; Dr. William Gaige, former in social service projects within
Campus Environment: At its next session the group will
president of Rhode Island College; the Greater Boston Community. If
Sister M. Josephina, C.S.J., pro- CSP is a coordinating center | begin interviewing representatives of "cultural" organizations
fessor of Education; and Miss which funnels volunteers from BC m such as the Dramatics Society and the Chorale. All meetings are
tf open. Next meeting Thursday evening, 6 p.m., McElroy 120.
Connie Regolino '56.
into work projects. Projects vary
may
Tickets and information
be from tutoring to working with the
Well Being: See storj; on page 8 and editorial on page 10.
obtained from Miss Strain in elderly. For further information
Campion 103.
and applications contact Mike
Spzak in McElroy 118.

H

Soph Meeting
Dave Dellinger, editor of Liberation magazine and a member of
Classes for A&S sophomores will
the Executive Committee of the not be held at 1:00 p.m. on Fri-

honoring

REV. CHARLES F. DONOVAN
Dean, School of Education, 1952-1966

SHERATON-PLAZA HOTEL

Entertainment Nightly in Lounge
Hot Hor d'oeuvres Served 5 P.M. to 7 P.M.

DINNER SPECIALS FROM $2.50
Featuring Sizzling Steaks, Lobster & Seafood
Italian Specialties (Served Daily)
ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
For Reservations Call 332-4400
Open daily?except Sunday?from 12 Noon,

Saturday at 5 P.M.

1114 Beacon St., Newton Highlands
{Corner of Walnut Street}

History Lecturer
The History Department will
sponsor an open lecture by Dr.
William 0. Shanahan, of the Graduate Faculty of the City College
of New York, on Monday, March
6, in the Honors Seminar room in
Gasson Hall at 4:30 p.m.
The lecture will be preceded by
a reception with refreshments at
3:45 p.m. All students and faculty
are cordially invited.

FIRST AND ONLY ANNOUNCEMENT!

TESTIMONIAL BANQUET

THE HIGHLANDS RESTAURANT
CORK AND BOTTLE LOUNGE

YAF Meeting
There will be a general meeting
of the Young Americans for Freedom on Tuesday, March 7, in McElroy 114. Plans will be discussed
regarding the forthcoming Viet
Nam Forum. All are invited.

only showing in
Exclusive
Boston-Providence Area!

Awm 'mmt

EBRKf

Hold Your "After-The-Game" Parties
at the New, Beautiful,

community projects.
The film documents the trials of
a Lutheran minister who attempts
to establish contacts between his
all-white parish and the Negro
community in Omaha, Nebraska.
Because of its controversial nature
the film has been restricted to
educational television and private
showings.

...

Vietnam Lecture

SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1967
6:30 P.M.
For tickets and additional information,
contact Registrar, Campion 103

Film
The Social Minorities Betterment League is sponsoring the
film, A Time For Burning, on
March 9, in Murray Conference
room at 11:30, 12:30, 1:30, 4:15,
and 7:30. Admission is 35c. The
money will be used for various

? The Paulist Father is a modern

man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people?the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

f"?
??«\u25a0\u25a0-^^n
THE WALTER READE.JR/JOSEPH
STRICK PRODUCTION

PtES

sses

NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, NY. 10013

\u25a0

This film was made without compromise exactly
as Joyce wrote it. "ULYSSES" will be presented
in this unexpurgated form for 3 DAYS
MARCH 14-15-16 in only 135 theatres in the U.S.A.
?

Admittance will be denied to all under 18 years of age.

3 DAYS ONLY MARCH 14.15; 16
PRICES EVES.-8:30 P.M. $5.50
MAT.-(Wed. Only) 2:30 P.M. $4.00
ALL SEATS RESERVED-ORDER BY MAIL

ART CINEMA

? If the vital spark of serving God

through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.

JOYCE'S

USE THIS

COUPON"|
?

j NAME

,
'

I ADDRESS
I CITY
NO. OF SEATS

[

I

.j

MATINEE 0/EVENING

STATE
AT $

ZIP
TOTAL $

D/DATE REQUESTED

. |.

Send check or money order payable to the THEATRE, with stamped.
self-addressedenvelope.

I

EASY TO REACH FROM BOSTON VIA NEW 1-95
Take 1-95 thru Providence to Thurber Aye. exit.
Right on Thurber, Vi mile to Broad St.
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Open committee meeting
hears 'super questions'
The Executive Committee on the Study on Student Life held its first open
meeting last Wednesday in an effort to "open the 1lines of communication" between
Super Committee and the student body.
The meeting was designed to
give interested students background information on the establishment of the study, to give
them an idea of what the six subcommittees are doing at the present time, and to allow the audience to air questions and suggestions on the committee's work.
Dr. Raymond Martin chaired
the meetings and recounted the
formation of the Executive Committee. He also outlined the executive board's current task as
that of a liaison for the subcommittees and said that "the future
roll would be to co-ordinate information and forward it to the
president."
After Tom Porter had presented
the_aims and guidelines for each
of the subcommittees, the meet-

ing was opened to questions from
the floor which were directedboth
at the members of the Executive

Committee and representatives
of the various subcommittees.
The first questions were concerned with the way students participating in the study had been
chosen. Michael Egger explained
that they had been picked by the
Campus Council and the subcommittee members had been selected after a study of the aims of
the groups and a number of nominations by each member of the
Executive Committee.
Michal Mastronardi, president
of the Council of Resident Men,
asked if Egger thought the results had been representative
committees, Egger replied that he
did not think the committees were
representative, but went on to say
"I don't feel that complete representation is absolutely necessary
for an effective study."
Mastronardi then asked if the
proper intensity could be given to

Arnold Toynbee to speak
for Tobin Lecture Series
On Friday, March 16, the A&S
Student Senate will present Arnold Toynbee, noted British historian, in this year's Maurice J.
Tobin International Affairs Lec-

ture.

Thurmond, and Eugene McCarthy

have been guest speakers at the
lecture.
Legacy of Hannibal, Mr. Toynbee's most recent literary effort,

has received favorable ace'aim
from the critics. His most famous
works, A Study of History, has
been compared to Gibbon's famed
classic, The Rise and Fall of the
Roman Empire.
Many critics have regarded
Toynbee's work as a significant
contribution to human knowledge.

Other critics however question the
soundnessof his methods and conclusions.
The lecture will be held inBapst
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Admission to BC students is free and
$1.00 to the public.
ARNOLD TOYNBEE

this study in the short time alloted for it. Dr. Martin said, "Well,
we'll try."
of the Courtside
into the progress
the area of the intramural athletic program. An-

John Flynn
Club inquired
being made in

thony LaVopa, representing the

subcommittee on student well-

being, told Flynn that this sub- You say you don't know anything about Super Committee? Well, if you
can hear anything Dr. Raymond Martin is saying in this picture taken at
ject had not yet been taken into Wednesday's meeting you'd know all about it.

consideration. The subcommittee

is currently studying the health
program and will be concentrat-

ing on counseling services in the

near future.
Another member of the audience wanted to know if the committee would make radical suggestions if they thought them
necessary. Rev. George L. Drury,
S.J., said that "an awful lot of
risks were involved in an operation like this," but he went on to
say that he thought that the three
sections of the college community were not so far apart that
radical suggestions would necessarily result.
In answer to a query as to
whether or not student groups had
pledged themselves to compliance
with the committee's recommendations, Miss Elizabeth Grady
told the audience that anybody interested in student reform would
co-operate with the suggestions
made. Tom Porter added, "The
proof in therecommendations will
he in the evidence behind them."
Dave Gay of the Campus Council brought up the matter of the
A&S Charter. Fr. Drury stated
that he thought the charter would
be more valuable if it dealt with
the entire university rather than
one school. Charles Benedict,
chairman of the subcommittee on
university standards told Gay that
the charter was being studied in
that group's probe of universitywide standards.

for senior prom

Rev. Robert F. Drinan, S.J.,
Dean of the Boston College Law
School, spoke on "Abortion and
the Law," with emphasis on the
effects of legalized abortion, last
Thursday at a meeting of the
BeUarmine Law. and Government
Academy.

Father Drinan based his informal lecture on the question of
whether it is a civil right to conduct an abortion. Three questions
and answers formed the structure
for his analysis.
"Does a non-viable fetus have
a right to be born?" The answer,
according to Fr. Drinan, hinges
on when the fetus actually receives its soul and becomes a
human being. After this point
the question depends on whether
life is sacrosanct. Most people
would answer the question "no."
"Can the right of the fetus to
be born be subordinated?" Fr.
Drinan offered three points to be
considered here: a) the life of
the mother, b) the health of the
mother, and c) the possible deformity of the child. He stressed
that the health of the mother is a
crucial factor, since it includes
not only physical- but also mental
well-being, which is not easily determined. The subordination of

'University goals' proposed

Mr. Toynbee joins a list of notables who have spoken at this
For the third consecutive meeting, the SubTobin Lecture series. In the past,
on University Standards struggled to
committee
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge,
Prime Minister Clement Attlee, reach some definition of the meaning and goals
Senators Henry Jackson, Strom of Boston College last Friday.
It was finally decided to terminate the discussion on this point at the next meeting and
to begin with a review of the disciplinary and
academic regulations of the university.
In attempting its definition of the university's
The Senior Interclass Council goal, the subcommittee considered three possible
announced plans for the Senior relations of students to adnunistration. In the first
Prom last week.
model, the administration would impose a strict
The Council has secured McEl- code to regulate every aspect of student life.
roy Commons for the evening of
There would be no right of appeal for students.
June 5. According to Bill Zak, Discipline would be an arbitrary exercise based
chairman of the Senior Interclass on an arbitrary
set of laws. After some discussion
Council, entertainment will be this alternative was tentatively dropped by the
provided on both floors of Mcsubcommittee.
Elroy. "This was the main probIn the second arrangement, the student would
lem last year. No one wanted to
pay his tuition and receive a certain quantity of
sit downstairs since there was no
knowledge or intellectual training in return. The
band there."
school
would make no attempt to set up rules
Woody Herman and his orchesfor the student and would not hold the student
tra have been engaged for the
upper floor. As yet no group has responsible for his actions outside the classroom.
The subcommittee also rejected this alternative.
been secured for downstairs.
Bids will be put on sale for $15
The third possibility was labeled the communon March 20 in McHugh Forum ity relationship. Upon matriculation, the student
at 9:00 a.m. A full table can be cedes some of his rights to the administrationbut
reserved by presenting the entire maintains a large share of the responsibility for
purchase price for five couples. his personal conduct. The administration would
This year there will be a limit set up regulations to guide or limit the students'
of two drinks served per person. behavior in fields other than the academic. The
There was considerable com- student would maintain the right to appeal any
plaint last year when tentative disciplinary action. At present, the subcommittee
plans had called for one drink leans toward some modified form of this type
per person.
of relationship.

Plans announced

Dean of BC Law School
analyzes legal abortion

At its previous meeting, the subcommittee had
agreed to accept the definition of Very Rev.
Michael P. Walsh, S.J., of the aims of the university, as stated in his message at the Convocation of Faculties last September as the official
word on the subject. But the subcommittee disagreed in the extent to which Fr. Walsh's remarks mirrored the community type relationship.
The subcommittee is unsure as to how far Fr.
Walsh would go in committing the university to
responsibility for the student's non-academic development.
The balance of the meeting was spent in
discussing parts of the disciplinary apparatus of
the university. The President's Disciplinary Board
is the highest disciplinary authority on campus
according to Dean Christopher Flynn of CBA. If
a student feels he has been unjustly or overseverely punished, he can appeal to this Board.
He has the right to be represented before the
Board by another member of the academic community.
The Board's dealings are strictly confidential.
Dean Flynn, a member of the Board, felt that
the student's security would not be so easily protected with any form of student court."The more
people you have in the set-up, the bigger the
chance of leakage."
Dean Flynn also revealed that BC has a working agreement with local police forces that protects students from acquiring a police record
after arrest in civil disturbances. The student is
released to the dean of men or dean of resident
students for appropriate action.
The committee agreed to pursue this topic next
week when a definition of goals has been fixed
upon.

rights involved in sacrificing the
child for the mother, suggested

Father Drinan, is self-centered,
and may 'have grave consequences if carried to its ultimate conclusion. He also pointed out that
if there is any doubt that a child
may or may not be deformed, one
must act on the assumption that
the child is normal and not perform an abortion.
"What about the laws on the
books?" Fr. Drinan pointed out
state laws today which permit
abortions under certain circumstances
usually to preserve the
life or'health of the mother.
Father Drinan stated that illegal abortions will not decrease
in quantity even if abortion is
legalized. As an example, he
cited Sweden's laws, which permit abortion. Yet Sweden still
has widespread problems with illegal abortions.
?

Debaters make
tourney finals
The Boston College Fulton Debaters emerged with a successful
record from the Brown University
Invitational Debate Tournament
held last Friday and Saturday on
the Providence campus. The twoman upperclassmen team of Frank
Porcelli and Wayne Hoffman qualified for the final elimination
rounds with a four win-two loss
record in the six preliminary
rounds. Included in the record
were wins over Boston University
and Wesleyan.
The team presented an affirmative case which proposed a twopoint plan: that the United States
withdraw its conventional NATO
forces from Europe and promote
a new policy of increased trade
between the United States and
the Communist Bloc countries. A
negative team from Niagara College was successful in its opposition to this proposal in a close
decision given in the quarter-final
round.
Freshman representatives Jfthn
Davis and Charles Brown recorded
a two win-four loss score and
were unable to qualify for the
final rounds. They were faced by
experienced teams from Wesleyan,
University of Rhode Island, and
Boston University.
In addition to sharing in quarterfinalist awards, sophomore Wayne
Hoffman was selected as best individual speaker in the entire
tournament on the basis of total
points accumulated in the preliminary rounds.
The Brown University Tournament is an annual affair in which
forty teams from theNew England
and New York area compete.
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News Analysis

Three Administrators' views on drug use
By MICHAEL RAHILI
Editor
First of all, these are just impressions. It would be as impossible to present a definitive "accurate" analysis of
the attitudes of several prominent BC
administrators toward the use of drugs
on this campus, as it would be to present a complete profile or analysis of the
"typical BC drug user." Complete "in-

formation" isn't available for either
group, or if it is, it is often confidential.
On the other hand, however, impressions can sometimes be more informaative than' rumors, particularly some of
the drug rumors that have been making
the rounds recently. People either in or
on the fringe of BC groups that have
access to marijuana and other non-addictive drugs have been discussing the
"purge," an event supposedly scheduled
for this Spring. This purge is supposed
to occur when "the administration" completes its "list" of the "undesirables who
are being watched." Once the list is
complete, so the story goes, mass expulsions/withdrawals will ensue. Of course,
the rumor varies from telling to telling,
but basically it posits a collective administrative attitude aimed at eliminating
the "drug problem" even if it entails
eliminating all of those who cause the
problem.

There are, of course, no indisputable
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grounds to say the rumor is "not true,"
but discussions with several of the administrators involved at least gives the
impression that it might be somewhat
imprecise. Discussions with Weston
Jenks, A&S Guidance Director; Rev.
Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J., Director of
Resident Students, and Rev. George L.
Drury, S.J., Director of Student Personnel Services leaves the feeling that
there is much less unanimity in attitude,
speration and even information than
would originally be suspetced.
"Attitude" is as good a place as any
to begin this examination. While it is
certainly possible to say that none of the
three (nor probably any other BC administrator) is at all sympathetic to the use
of any drugs (Frs. Hanrahan and Drury
expressing fears about harmful effects
any of the drugs including marijuana
might have; Mr. Jenks fearing that marijuana, though not addictive, definitely
leads to use of more serious drugs), each
of the three expressed sincere interest
in the personal welfare of any and all
drug users. The attitude was not one of
wishing to "expel" the user, but rather
to "cure" him before he harms himself.
(Thus even if the attitudes they have on
drug's effects might be imprecise for
some of the students, the attitude is at
least one of concern for the student's
welfare.)
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Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowledge of the ways of the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
the world a relaxingchange from studies undertaken during a semester at sea on Chapman College's
floating campus? now called World Campus Afloat.
Alzada Knickerbocker of Knoxville.Tennessee.?in the plaid dress ?returned from the studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at Radcliffe College.
Jan Knippers of Lawrenceburg. Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and returned a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
Students live and attend regular classes aboard the s.s. RYNDAM. owned by the ECL Shipping
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-AmericaLine acts as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged to supplement courses taught aboard ship.
As you read this, the spring semester voyage of discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal to call at ports in Venezuela. Brazil. Argentina. Nigeria.
Senegal, Morocco. Spain. Portugal. The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain, returning to New
York May 25.
Next fall World Campus Afloat ?Chapman College will take another 500 students around the
world from New York to Los Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey from
Los Angeles to ports on both west and east coasts of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as far east as Leningrad before returning to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard the RYNDAM in your educational plans, fill in the information below and mail.
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When you can't afford to be dull
sharpen your wits

with NoDoz

NoDoz keep alert tablets or new chewable mints,
safe as coffee, help bring you
|
back to your mental best... help
you become more alert to the
|PP^*?
V $feo®y M
people and conditions around
iS
you. Non-habit forming.
st9a9af^
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While studying, or after hours,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.

What is definitely not wanted on camFr. Drury's office, being by its nature
pus, however, is a "source." The adminadministrative, works generally indirectly
istrative offices?Fr. Hanrahan and Fr. through the housing and health personDrury?are interested in "curing" stunel under it. Their role, as far as "curdents who through experiment, curiosity,
ing" students, is one of making the
etc. have gotten involved with drugs.
"curative" services available. By the
For these people they can and do sugsame token, it is his office which initiates
gest counselling services. But people who
action in the Disciplinary Committee.
But how much do the administrators
exist as pushers?or, as both administrators said, people who operate to make a know? Granting for a moment their sinprofit off other students?quite probably cerity and interest, how much informaface much stiffer administrative penalty tion do they have and how are they
if caught. Suggested withdrawal would gathering it? Fr. Drury, of the three,
probably be the decision( from the Uniprobably has the least information. Unversity Discipline Committee of the like Fr. Hanrahan and Mr. Jenks, he has
Chairman of the Faculty Council, and little direct dealing with students. Bethe four undergraduate assistant deans, tween the other two, it is difficult to
with Fr. Drury as non voting chairman),
say who "knows more." Probably the
but their actions, vary from case to case,
students with whom they have dealings
oi course.
varies somewhat, and thus their perAnother point worth noting, is that spective on the situation also varies.
these administrators do not necessarily
At this moment there is no official
work together, and in some cases, very (and apparently no "unofficial") study
definitely work privately. Mr. Jenks, for being made of causes, size and seriousexample, like all other guidance direcness of the drug situation on the BC
tors, operates privately. His files remain
campus. Mr. Jenks feels that the time
closed to everyone but his staff, and now would not be right for such a study,
neither Fr. Drury nor Fr. Hanrahan has since it would take on the image of an
access to them. On the other hand, Fr. expose. In all probability then, the
Hanrahan has said that he does refer amount of publicity which the drug situstudents to guidance counselling (not just ation at BC receives in the immediate
for drugs) whenever he feels that the future will be inversely related to the
problem requires more than disciplinary care which those involved take to keep
handling.
their activities out of sight.
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Dean Willis raps charter;
asks Senate for changes
Rev. John R. Willis, S.J., Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, criticized
the A&S Student Charter,- concerning the rights of students in their dealings with
the administration, at Tuesday's meeting of the A&S Student Senate.
Father Willis enumerated sev- ifications, should go into effect
eral areas in the Charter which by the beginning of the fall semhe considered weak or unworkester of this year.
able in the academic community.

motions were: 1) a corresponding
secretary is to be elected each

year by the Campus Council;
2) each college does not have
The Student Senate also con- to have an officer on the Council
He termed "vague" article VI, sidered and ratified several prop- any more, and 3) the Council
section 4 of the Charter, which
ositions for changes in the Cam- will appoint liaisons to major
states, "A teacher may not re- pus Council's constitution. The campus
organizations.
duce a grade for absences fewer
than the number permitted."

BRichard Bruno pointing out the finer points of drama to Anne-Mariel
pHughes and Jim Bore Hi in preparation for the Dramatic Society's|
|night of one-act plays. Bruno will direct Cecile by Jean Anouilh;!
Regarding change of major
|Guy Abbatte will do scenes from the Thurber Carnival; and Stan| article V of the Charter proposed
pßowker will direct The Undertaker by John Hawkes. The production! that "In change of major, the
will be put on Mar. 10 and I I in Campion Auditorium.
student shall consult with his department adviser, and an adviser

in the department in which he is
considering his major." Father
Willis brought up the point that
no such formal counselling program is in effect at the present
time. In order to implement the
Charter's recommendations, there
On the day of the preliminary, must be some modifications in the
participants are asked to report present system.
immediately at the close of their
The proposed time limit for
classes at 2:40, 3:50, and 4:15 transferring out of a course was
p.m., in order to simplify the also questioned. "After consulting
process for judges who are fac- with his departmental adviser, a
ulty members in Greater Boston student may transfer out of a
the first two weeks
area high schools. Speeches for course within
of a semester," is the text of
the preliminary should be six article 111. Father Willis suggesminutes in length and must be ted that
the time limit be repersuasive in nature, observing
duced
to one week or ehminated
the usual rules of organization,
altogether, since professors could
evidence, and persuasive phras- not cover any
important material
ing. Topics may be selected from
during the two weeks when their
questions in present controversy
classes were still changing and
on the BC campus, in any of the shopping
around.
several states, in the nation, or
in the international area.
Father Willis also mentioned

Leonard Speech Contest
scheduledfor March 15
The Leonard Speech Contest, an
annual event at Boston College,
will be held on Wednesday evening, March 15, at 8:00 p.m. in
Cushing I.
The contest bears the name of
Rev. John F. Leonard, a priest
of the Springfield, Massachusetts,
diocese, who established an annual prize for effective persuasive
speaking some four decades ago.
In addition to this prize, which
will amount to almost $300 this
year, the Speech Department
awards second and third prizes

of $50 and $25 respectively.

Judges of the contest will include Rev. Joseph A. Devenny,
S.J., academic dean of Weston
Eight students selected in the
College; State Senator Beryl W.
Cohen; State Treasurer of Mass- preliminaries on March 8 will enachusetts, Robert Q. Crane; Miss ter the Leonard finals on March
Elizabeth Rowe, Director of For- 15. The winner of the contest will
ensics, Shrewsbury High School. advance to a national contest
Both Mr. Cohen and Mr. Crane sponsored by the National Association of Cities and Towns.
are Boston College graduates.

Contestants will enter a preliminary on Wednesday, March 8,
which will be held in selected
classrooms in Campion Hall between 3:00 and 5:00 p.m. The
contest is open to all students of
Boston College. Students must
register for the contest in Campion before Monday, March 6, at
5:00 p.m.

Past winners of the Leonard
Speech Contest include Rev.
Charles F. Donovan, academic
vice-president of Boston College;
Rev. John Wright, bishop of
Pittsburgh; Michael E. O'Neill,
the late Illinois Supreme Court
justice; and James Unger, present debate coach of the Fulton
Debate Society.

that the Student Charter should
include a statement on the policy
for reviewing and changing a
grade.

The Student Charter as it now
stands will be submitted to the
A&S Educational Policy Committee at its April meeting. William
Durkin (A&S '67), Chairman of
the A&S Student Senate, has
asked to be present at this meet-

ing to explain the Charter to the
faculty members and administrators on the EPC.
According to Father Willis, the
Student Charter, with a few mod-

Fr. Joyce, Robert O'Hare renamed
to serve on Area Planning Council
Rev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J.,
vice-president of Boston College,
and Robert J. M. O'Hare, director of the Bureau of Public Af-

ter 668 of the Acts of that year,
establishing a metropolitan planning council for the Boston region.
The legislation called for the appointment of one representative
each from every city and town
participating in one or more services of the Metropolitan District
sewer, water or
Commission
parks. In addition, it called upon
the governor to make twenty-one
appointments on staggered threeyear terms of persons to represent the broad interests of the
metropolitan community, and finally, it named certain governmental officials to have seats "ex of-

FR. JOYCE

fairs at Boston College, have been
re-appointed by Governer John A.
Volpe to three-year terms on the
Metropolitan Area Planning Council.

The CBA Senate last Tuesday unanimously passed
a motion to approve the Campus Council's rejection of
the Students for a Democratic Society.
Before the voting, Council
Chairman Pat Murphy was requested by Senate Chairman Bill
Zak to review the reasons for the
Council's rejection of SDS. He
pointed out that it rested upon the
negative conclusion reached by
the Council's constitution study
sub-committee, which cited a lack
of clear-cut financial responsibility.

veto all matters before the Senate.
The amendment, passed unanimously, provided that the veto can
be overridden by a % majority
vote in the Senate.
A three-man study committee

was appointed to focus on a
campus Council suggestion for a
thirty member Campus Congress
to take the place of the Council.
Members of the study group are

Regarding its relationship with Pat Carney, Dwayne Connor, and
the SDS National Office, Murphy John Sculley.
emphasized that SDS constitution
The Senate, after minimum disterms "automonous" and "affilicussion,
approved two Campus
ated" were "hazily explained."
Council proposals: one called for
"Thus, recognition was refused the addition of a fifth officer, a
because the SDS constitution corresponding secretary, the other,
failed to meet the qualifications for the creation of liaison officers
looked for by the Constitutional to be appointed by the chairman
ffiCommittee." In effect," he said, to all university-wide organiza"the Campus Council did not vote tions, to keep an eye of finances
'no' on SDS; it voted to accept among other things.
the conclusions reached by the
The manner
electing the
constitutional committee."
Council chairman was also under
Asked whether SDS would, or discussion. At present, the chaircould, be reconsidered in the fu- man is elected by Council memture, Murphy explained that if bers alone. Different proposals
changes were made in the con- from the Council call for (1) unistitution, the group could be re- versity-wide elections, (2) voting
considered. "It's up to them to by all four Senates on two nomcome to us; as of yet, Mr. Simon, inees presented by the Council,
acting chairman has not ap- and (3) an electoral system set up
proached me." "To me, their in the colleges.
(SDS)
absence from Council
Chris Flynn, '67, Senate repremeetings since their rejection consentative
to the Council, favored
stitutes a refusal." He emphasized that he had offered to help, senatorial vote, citing a university
in making adaptations in the con- election as "impractical." Paul
Stevens, '67, opposed this, saying
stitution.
that "We have no choice of nomIn other business, the Senate inees." He emphasized that the
voted unanimously to strike off vote should rest either with the
two honorary senatorial positions students themselves, or with the
held by the prefect of Sodality Council.
and the president of the Beta
Chairman Zak cited the poor
Gamma Sigma Honors fraternity.
attendance at the past Senate
An amendment was added to meetings, and noted that senators
the Senate constitution regarding missing two consecutive meetings
the veto power of the dean of without sufficient reason would be
CBA. At present the dean can put on report to the dean.

Ed. Senate asks Council
to reconsider SDS vote

?

ficiis."

CBA Senate unanimously
approves SDS rejection

MR. O'HARE

Two of the seven persons se- positions which he has held conlected for three years terms by tinuously since their inception.
Governor Endicott Peabody were Metropolitan planning is a conRev. W. Seavey Joyce, S.J., and cept which calls for intensive
Robert J. M. O'Hare, whose re- study and examination of a responsibility it was to represent the gion's problems, assets and liaregion as a whole. At the first bilities, with the objective of
election following their appoint- bringing about a plan for the orment, Fr. Joyce was selected derly development of the physical,

In 1963, the General Court passed President of the Council and chair- economic, social, human and gova bill under the heading of Char- man of its executive committee, ernmental resources.

The Student Senate of the
School of Education has sent a
letter to the Campus Council expressing its disapproval of the
Council's decision to deny recognition to the Students for a Demo-

question was called again. This
time it passed by a 7-6 vote.
The letter said that "there is
an inherent principle in the idea
of a University that any organization has the right to exist with

full recognition in order that it
may freely express its political
Louis Demarco moved to send or philosophical views." The letthe letter to the Campus Council. ter went on to ask the Campus
Kathy King, Council member and Council to reconsider their action
Ed. Senate liaison, argued that against SDS.
SDS had been rejected on its conAt the Campus Council meeting
stitution and not on its ideals. Monday night, the Council voted
Demarco's motion passed by a to send a letter back to the Ed.
9-4 vote. King moved to recon- Senate acknowledging their letter
sider the motion. Reconsideration and thanking them for their inwas approved unanimously. The terest in university affairs.

cratic Society.
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University financial state:
details and explanation
Editor's note: The accompanying financial statement for the
University was released this week
by the President's office. In explaining the breakdown of the categories (below), Rev. Laurence
A. Dorr, S.J., Executive Assistant
to the President, said that the

What

more can we

say

lected from student tuition and office refers to these, in their refees.
leased statement, as "direct
?Research and Related Activi- costs." The office said "the esties: funds collected for spon- sential but indirect costs pertisored research, plus the accom- nent to the same departments are
panying stipends to handle admin- represented under Maintenance
istration, paperwork, etc., in- and General Administrative Exvolved in spending the grant penses. Thus the costs are accumstatement's form follows "the money.
ulated by administrative policy."
standard financial form which all ?Auxiliary Services: general ?Research and Related: under
colleges and universities use."
category, in which, according to this heading, according to Fr.
Fr. Dorr, is placed the revenue Dorr, is grouped not only the
Revenue
collected from room and board money spent on the research, but
?Tuition: all the income col- costs, bookstore and the athletic also the money spent for student
activities (which he estimated at
association.
?Endowment and Gifts: reve- $101,000). Also included here are
nue collected on the University's expenses for the Bureau of Pubgeneral endowments which Fr. lic Affairs and the Bureau of
Dorr, quoting figures from the Business Research.
?Maintenance?Plant:
Development Office, placed at
opera$7,260,000. The category also in- tional and maintenance costs for
cludes both restricted and non-re- the non-residential part of the

?

Girls in A&S

Where are they now?

stricted gifts.

By VERN HUMBERT
Copy Editor

?Other Income: in this category, according to Fr. Dorr, was
Ann Brazier and Virginia Meany, advocates of opening A&S to girls, will placed revenue which the Univerrentals,
meet with Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J., next week to clarify statements attri- sity collects from facilitymachines,
concessions (vending
buted to him on when girls will be allowed to earn an A.B. degree.
etc.). Also calculated here, acIn a further development, the Miss Brazier, Fr. Walsh suggest- question of women in A&S came cording to Fr. Dorr, are purchasEducation Policy Committee of ed her proposal might be accept- to light this week when the min- ing discounts which the UniverA&S recommended the admission
of girls to A&S in the near future
in the just-published record of its
Jan. 23 meeting. Fr. Walsh had
been reported as saying that it
would take at least four years to
bring about the integration.
Discussing her meeting with Fr.
Walsh, Miss Brazier said that it
had been arranged to reconcile
this four-year statement of Fr.
Walsh with recent reports that
have quoted him as placing the
date 15 years in the future. "The
whole situation is very hazy right

and

we hope to

eliminate a
lot of these rumors and conflict-

now

ing reports,"
According to Miss Brazier, the
fate of their proposal rests entirely with the administration at
present. "We have placed the petition with 1500 signatures and the
recommendations by the Department heads and the Women's
Council in Fr. Walsh's hands. Any
action is up to the administration. We should know definitely
after our meeting with Fr. Walsh
who! her or not anything is being
done and how soon the situation
will be changed. We are now trying to get the enthusiasm back
in the drive since the administration hasn't done anything concrete yet."
At a previous meeting with

able if some means could be
found to streamline the School of
Education. "Fr. Walsh said that
we would have to find some way
to get Education down to Department level before we can admit
girls to A&S." Any change of this
nature could be expected to create a great deal of confusion and
possibly slow the adoption of any
new policy.
Miss Brazier and Miss Meany
had hoped to rekindle enthusiasm
in the drive with the Women's
Week which was conceived as a
means of helping "convince A&S
men that women aren't complete
dullards and can compete in the
classroom."
Miss Meany suggested that "the
status of Women's Week is hazy
at present. We are having difficulties getting sanction from a
recognized campus organization.
The Women's Council wants to
sponsor us but they would prefer
us to sacrifice some of our independence of action to them."
The action of the EPC on the

PROFESSIONAL "IBM"
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITING
Theses-Term Papers-Reports

Bertha S. Mintz
Phone: 244-6667

utes from its Jan. 23 meeting
were released.
The EPC release suggested that
qualified local women be accepted
into A&S. This is interpreted to
mean commuters. Fr. Walsh's
suggestion of four years as the
necessary time to bring about the
inclusion of girls was based on
the fact that it would take at
least this long to build dorms for
the girls. The EPC by-passed this
objection by suggesting the admission of local women and possibly
dismissed one of the major obstacles to admission of girls by
next fall.
The EPC report acknowledged
several arguments against the admission of girls: men are better
alumni donors, men whose spaces are taken by girls are subject
to the draft, and educational performance is better without the
distractions created by having
girls in the classroom.
The EPC also suggested that
girls in Nursing and Education at
the time A&S was opened to girls
be allowed to transfer.

Give our SAAB
a jri*w home!

CAMPUS CUE

35 miles per gallon, gooc* tires,
everything in working order.
$150 or besi offer.
332-034S offer 5 P.M.

590 Commonwealth Aye.

Boston, Mass.
Opposite the B.U. Towers
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sity receives.
Expenses
?Instructional: Besides the Library budget which is included
here, this category, according to
Fr. Dorr, includes cost accumulations by departments, (salaries,
supplies, travel expenses, printing
expenses, etc.) The Treasurer's

University.
?Auxiliary Services: spending
of the revenue collected under the
same category.
?General Administrative: following the explanation of the "Instructional" category, this section
groups the expenses for the related but indirect costs. Included
here are expenses for chapels,
Admissions office, Testing Service, Placement Office, Office of

Student Personnel, Audio-visual
department and the Public Relations office.
?Student Aid: is the category
for money spent in loans and
scholarships.

Boston College

Statement of Revenue and Expenses
For the year ended June 30, 1966
REVENUE

Tuition

$10,936,031

3,105,776
3,037,521
725,275
506,930

Research and related activities
Auxiliary Services
Endowments and Gifts
Other Income
Total revenue
EXPENSES

$18,311,533

$ 7,333,524

Instructional

3,436,089
2,972,120
1,281,677
1,678,723
1,609,400

Research and Related
Auxiliary Services
Maintenance
Plant
General and Administrative
?

Student Aid
Total Expenses

$18,311,533

Did you like beer
the first time you tasted it?
h

A lot of people say no. They
say beer is one of those good
things you cultivate a taste for
like olives, or scotch, or

hsg#Jiy=y . . .

kumquats.
Maybe. But we think it makes a
difference which brand of beer we're
talking about.
We think Budweiser is an exception
to this "you've gotta get used to it"
rule. It's so smooth. (You see, no other
beer is Beech wood Aged; it's a costly
way to brew beer, and it takes more
time. But it works.)
So whether you're one of the few
who has never tried beer, or*a beer
drinker who suddenly feels the urge to
find out why so many people enjoy
Budweiser, we think you'll like it.
From the very first taste.

CARL A. CYR
Class o» '61

JACK CLUNAN
Class of '56

566-0530

665-3314

in

ii

ii.i.

CHARLIE SMITH
Class of '66
325-2490

Budweiner
.

KING OF BEERS ? ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. ? ST. LOUIS
NEWARK
LOS ANGELES ? TAMPA ? HOUSTON
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Fr. Drury presents case
for publications board

A publications board or the creation of more journals of student opinion are
two alternatives being considered to prevent possible abuse of public service by
The Heights.
Rev. George Drury, S.J., director of Student Personnel Services, suggested the publications
board to the subcommittee as a
means of appointing the editor-inchief to the paper. The board
would retain the power to remove the editor.
Michael Rahill, editor-in-chief
After 20 years as dean in the School of Nursing Miss Rita Kelleher is of The Heights, disagreed with
retiring. She has not forsaken BC, however, since she will probably re- Fr. Drury stating that the organteaching post.
main in a

ization

Nursing Dean Kelleher
to resign in September '68
Miss Rita Kcllehor, dean of the
School of Nursing, has asked to
be relieved of her duties as dean
as of September, 1968.
Miss Kelleher submitted her
resignation to Rev. Michael P.
Walsh, president of the university, earlier in the year, but did
not announce her decision to the
Nursing faculty until Feb. 24.
In an interview Miss Kelleher
stated: "I feel that at this point
of development the school needs
a new dean who can offer much
more vigorous leadership than I."
Miss Kelleher does not intend to
resign from the school, however.
"I would like to give a few years
to teaching, hopefully in the area
of nursing education."
Miss Kelleher began her career
at Boston College in 1947 as an
associate professor in nursing education. She taught for only a

year before she was appointed
acting dean in 1948 and then dean
in 1950.

In addition to her duties as
dean, Miss Kelleher has continued to teach courses in the
Graduate School of Nursing.
During her tenure as head of
the School of Nursing, the dean
has noted "tremendous progress"
in the school. When Miss Kelleher began teaching at BC, the
School of Nursing was located
downtown on Newbury st. Nursing students came out to the
Chestnut Hill campus only for science courses and were the only
women on the campus.
According to Dean Kelleher,
"We have come from the point
where there was a question about
the inclusion of women in the university to the present, when women are being considered for admission into Arts and Sciences."

Dorm Council
revises handbook

Also stressed were the advances
made in the field of medicine.
"The school has had to keep up
with all the advances of modern
A committee of the Council of medicine. Our curriculum has had
Resident Men, under the chair- to change constantly so that our
manship of Rick Mastronardi, is graduates can meet the needs of
planning an expansion of the the community."

itself

must choose

its

possible efficiency improvements.

and more free communication
and exchange of ideas and opinions at BC."
Fr. Drury: "If The Heights
won't accept someone's work or
opinion, where does he go?"
Rahill: "Now, he goes nowhere."
"The publications board would
protect The Heights from accusations on consensus news," stated Fr. Drury.

Ed. Senate okays
CC amendments

School of Ed. tutors aid
in 'war on talent waste'

Room.

History of the Negro in America, Mike Szpak: Tuesdays, 3:00

p.m., Roncalli Lounge.

Ironical Experiments Since the Compact of Prague, Dr.
Samuel J. Miller and Dr. Hermann Schussler: Wednesdays, 9:00
a.m., place will be announced.
Monments in Donne's Life, Dr. Richard Hughes: By announcement, Shaw House Study Hall.
Philosophy of Non-violence, John and Kathie McKenna: Tuesdays, 7:30 p.m., Cushing 336.
(Continued from Page One)
Symphonic Form, Kevin O'Kane: Fridays, 2:15 p.m., Gasdown of the increase. The Council son 120.
Teilhard dc Chardin, Dan O'Reilly: Saturdays, 4:00 p.m.,
of Resident Men recently formed
a special committee to study the Brett Conference Room.
Theology of Peace, Rev. Robert Cunane, CSS; Thursdays,
operating expenses of the dormitory area, with an eye toward 7:30 p.m., Cushing 336.

Dorm costs...

and freedom from bias.
By the code, according to Fr.
Drury, "An editor may be removed for violation of ethics,
only by the authority that appointed him. The Heights has always implicitly followed these
standards. More explicitly, we
need a written statement with
pawer1 behind it to guarantee that
such standards will be adhered

He agreed with Fr.
Drury that a publications board
might help to censor the paper.
"That the newspaper is given to."
"To safeguard the legitimate
"The university as publisher
to students so they can learn
use
of- university delegated aufor
legal
responsibility
from practical journalistic experi- bears the
ence cannot exclude its serving freedom of the press. The uni- thority, this subcommittee might
the community and its promotion versity delegates this authority to initiate a publications board,"
of the university's good," stated the students. We must clarify the concluded Fr. Drury. "It would
Fr. Drury.
role of the newspaper. Hope- serve the common purpose. By
Fr. Drury also commented that fully the standards for evaluation thinking in advance we can re"There is now no interference or will come from this sub-commit- move the Ad Hoc approach to
prior-to-printing censorship of tee, so to avoid any narrow or dealing with differences of opinHie Heights." Rahill agreed. FY. arbitrary decision from me," said ion concerning the campus newspaper."
Drury continued, "The univer- Fr. Drury.
At next week's open meeting
"You must apply the same
sity's role as publisher means the
newspaper must serve to better standards to all student activi- The Heights will submit a writthe common interest. Student edi- ties," said Rahill. "Control of ten policy statement, preparation
tors must see their own responsi- student organizations must come of which was begun at the rebility, and this must be clearly from within. An ineffective leadr quest of the subcommittee Chairstated to help all. Here is the er is a part of the educational man, Richard Olsen, Bureau of
possible role of the publication process. Students can learn as Public Affairs research assistboard. At this time the editor-in- much from poor leadership as ant, at the subcommittee's incepchief is the real censor of the from the vigorous and respons- tion.
newspaper, as he sees his respon- ible. Students, if they are to
grow, must 'be able to make missibilities."
Fr. Drury's publications board takes."
would be enpowered to name the "We don't need a 'board, but
editor of The Heights, but he de- more publications," continued
clined to say how the board's The Heights' editor. "Forcing all
The Education Student Senate
members would be appointed. the interests and opinions of this ratified two Campus Council
Quoting from a 1964 U.S. Student huge community into one publica- amendments at its meeting TuesPress Association code, Fr. tion, and that supposedly strictly day evening.
Drury saw the criterion for a a news paper must always leave
The amendments provided for
campus newspaper as accurate some dissatisfied. We don't need the election of a Corresponding
Secretary and the appointment of
liaison officers from one of their
number to all major campus orleader.

Boston College School of EduEagles Handbook.
Miss
the
students, with the aid of
Kelleher
feels
that
cation
According to Mastronardi, the
plan was originated to make BC school has done a good job in the Kennedy Services, have been
students aware of the facilities of meeting these needs of the com- waging a war on talent waste in
Greater Boston. In a study, sev- munity: "The graduate schools Charlestown.
The BC program of remedial
eral other guides, particularly the think highly of our students. They
Harvard Guide to Greater Boston, keep saying that there is some- and improving tutoring hopes to
were examined, a questionnaire thing different about our students. flush out submerged talent in the
asking for well-known night spots I believe that it is their commit- students.
Under a program started in
was circulated among the dorm ment to nursing."
students, and various entertainment groups were contacted by
Final times and places have been announced for the Free
the council to gather additional inUniversity
Seminars:
formation. Also the new handbook
Atman
in
Poetry, Barry C. W. Doherty; Thursdays, 6:30 p.m.,
will include information such as
Stylus
office.
MBTA schedules, which is missBlake, Dr. Malany: Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m., Shaw House
ing in most guides.
Mastronardi said that "the guide Study Hall.
Chess, Dr. Kreeft: Mondays, 2:00 p.m., Gasson 120.
will be an attempt to tell the
Cinema as Art, John Michalczyk, S.J.: after 7:00 p.m. Fourstudents more about Boston Colteen
Flicks showings.
lege and to give them further inExperimental Zen Seminar, Dr. Kreeft: Wednesdays, 2:00
sights into remedying
their p.m.,
Gasson 120.
needs."
Group
Theory, Len Smiley: Tuesdays, 1:30 p.m., Gasson 120.
guide,
The
which will contain
Larry Stark: Thursdays, 6:30 p.m., Brett Conference
Haiku,
all that it previously
contained,
such as the code of ethics, will
be published next September. The
increased cost of the handbook,
which is distributed to incoming
freshmen, will be covered by advertisements.

presentation of news, public for- a board to correct what are, in
um, maintenance of respect for someone's opinion, mistakes but
individuals, with no actual or im- possibly the creation of a campplied accusations unless evidence, us magazine, to allow for fuller

ganizations.
The heavy secretarial workload
of the Council necessitated the ad1965-1966, Education students are dition of the Corresponding Secregaining field experience tutoring tary.
fourth to twelfth grade students in "Some communications problems experienced by the Council
Charlestown Public and Parochial this year were with the Gold Key
Schools. The tutors meet with Society, the Athletic Office, Fr.
groups of pupils at the various Drury, and the Office of the Academic
vice-president," stated
schools involved.
Kathy King, Ed.'69, "By
Councilor
The program is under the guidsending a liaison officer, who
ance of Mr. John Sheehan, Youth
needn't be a Council member, to
Service Coordinator of the John meet periodically with all camF. Kennedy Family Service Cen- pus organizations, we hope to
ter, and BS faculty members Mr. remedy any lack of understandSteven Paterna and Dr. Richard ing. It should mean increased efBath. The tutors, who have in- ficiency for all concerned, with
creased in number from 40 to 85 information flowing freely and
since the program's inception, in- usefully."
struct 465 Charlestown students
The amendment of Article IX of
in all subjects. In order to keep the Campus Council Constitution,
in close contact with the tutors, providing for the permanent inthree tutoring supervisors have corporation of this liaison system,
been appointed. It is hoped that was passed unanimously by the
this will help to maintain the qual- Education Senate.
ity of tutors.
The Senate also approved a new
Reactions to the program have election procedure to fill vacanbeen favorable. "The program," cies of class officers occurring
according to Mr. Sheehan, "has during the first semester. Primbeen very well received, and has ary elections will be held four
made a substantial impact on the days after formal resignation nocommunity. Both teachers and tice is sent to the Senate, with
parents are impressed by the final elections on the sixth day.
work being done." Mr. Paterna The motion on the floor to supsaid that students, besides ful- port the A&S Senate bid for stufilling their teaching requirement dent participation in Educational
also have "the chance to realize Policy Committee activities is betheir social commitment." Mr. eing held pending further informaPaterna also noted that there is tion. The motion would have the
a "degree of coordination and Education Senate's position of
rapport among university officials, support announced to both the A&S
the Kennedy Service, schools, and Educational Policy Committee and
the A&S Senate by letter.
civic organizations."
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Insurance: What are your rights?
By PAUL FALLON, JAMES FOLEY and JAMES MOONEY
Features Staff

Super Committee, as part of its effort to explore
every vital aspect of the University, has set up the "Subcommittee on Student Weil-Being." A major function of
this subcommittee has been to shed some light on BC's
health insurance situation.
The fact that light needs to be
shed is illustrated by the following (by no means exceptional)
case:
A B.C. student who was involved in a hit-and-run automobile accident last November, described his attempt to obtain information on whether his injury
was covered by B.C. student
insurance.
Michael P. Szpak (A&S .'6B)
was struck by a hit-and-run automobile while riding a bicycle on
Commonwealth Avenue near St.
Ignatius Church on Nov. 1, 1966.
He suffered a concussion and severe bruises. Treatment lasted
four days at Waltham City Hospital. Following his return to classes, he mquired of the Treasurer's
Office if a claim on any existing
student insurance could be made.
"I received no counselling by
anyone at the Treasurer's office
(where claim forms are made
available). The person whom I
asked about an accident claim
was not helpful at all. The claim
form did not describe what coverage was available and I was
not given a brochure which specifically described the coverage.
There was no interest at all expressed by anyone there. Had I
been told of the benefits available, I would have made a
claim." A Heights reporter informed Mr. Szpak that he could
have claimed up to $500.00 on
compulsory student accident in-

benefit of $1,000 and costs of
treatment for any one sickness
up to $1,000. Specific coverage is
described in a booklet available
at the Treasurer's Office in Gas-

son Hall. Students are covered
for a full year, whether in or out
of school, whether on or off the
campus, and there is a 90-day
period in which claims may be
filed for treatment within 52
weeks of injury.
The benefits of the policy are
paid in addition to any benefits
to which the student may be
entitled under any personal
policy or membership in a hospital association.

Non-Resident Students are covered by a compulsory Students'
Accident Medical Expense Insurance which is underwritten by
the same insurance firm and covers most all medical costs incurred as the result of an accident up to a maximum of $500
for any one accident, and an accidental death benefit of $1,000.
The same conditions and 90-day
claim period exist as for the
Resident Students Plan, but does
not cover sickness costs. The cost
of this compulsory plan is $5.00
for women and $7.50 for men,
which is added to the tuition bill
in September. Details are outlined in a booklet available at
the Treasurer's Office.
Non-Resident Students also have
the option of subscribing to a voluntary Sickness Medical Expense

?BC INFIRMARY'S

services which are allowed under
the B.C. students' medical expense insurance. We couldn't even
give day students cold tablets or
we would run into legal problems."
The infirmary has a nurse on
duty 24 hours a day, seven days
a week and a doctor on call at
all times. In addition, a minimum of two doctors a day come
to 8.C., one has a clinic at 12
noon, the other has one at 4:30
and also sees bed patients.

NURSES IN CONFERENCE?

certain parts of the coverage are
inadequate even for those now in
the program. Hospital expenses,
for example, would in all likelihood be much higher than the
compensation provided. The student is entitled to $20 a day for
hospital board and room but the
cost for a bed in a hospital ward
runs about $43 a day and if the
student has a communicable disease and needs a private room,

Photo by Dave Flanagan

sity Comptroller stated that "considering rising medical costs,
present coverage is not substantial, and insurance coverage for
BC students will be increased next
year." The decision to increase
insurance coverage was made by
a study conducted by Mr. Leonard's office, and further studies
will be made of the situation.
When asked for details about the
increase in insurance costs, Mr.

The doctors are all on the staffs
of local hospitals, most of them at
St. Elizabeth's, one at Newton-

surance, but that the period for
filing a claim had expired. He
stated, "l| never knew that I
could have made such a claim
on University insurance."
INSURANCE COVERAGE
All undergraduate students
are now covered by compulsory
insurance of three kinds, the
cost of which is added to the
student's tuition bill or included in room and board costs:

Resident students and all un-

dergraduate nursing students are
covered by the Boston College
Health Service program which is
underwritten by the National
Home Life Assurance Company of
St. Louis, Missouri, and is supervised by Hingham, Neilson, Whitridge and Reid, Inc., of Boston,
in association with Charles F.
Murphy, Inc. Payment is made
for expense actually incurred up
to a maximum of $1,000 for any
one accident; accidental death

Wellesley. If a doctor decides a
student needs hospitalization, he
will arrange to have him admitted to one of the hospitals. However, the infirmary jurisdiction
does not extend to this area; the
student enters as the patient of
that doctor.
"We aren't trying to take patients away from their own doctors. If possible, we try to have
the student's family doctor handle the case. If this is not possible, he will receive treatment as
the private patient of this doctor.
If a day student has to see a
doctor and for one reason or another cannot get to his own, he
Insurance, approved by the Uni- can be treated by one of these
versity, which covers sickness, doctors, but this would again be
medical expenses up to a maxi- as a private patient."
mum of $500. Details of this covMiss Dunphy noted two points
erage appears in a third booklet about the insurance which she
also available at the Treasurer's feels many students do not realOffice, and underwritten by the ize; the coverage is for a full the price would be even higher.
same insurance firm.
twelve months and payment is Unless the amount of the benefits
is raised, students should make
made in addition to any beneINFIRMARY SITUATION
The B.C. infirmary is also the
fits received under any other sure they are covered by other
subject of evaluation. The ininsurance policy; it is not a policies or some may incur a
firmary has a part-time medicase of "either-or." There are rather large medical bill.
cal director and a small area
certain changes which she feels
She would like to see the physical facilities of the infirmary exshould be made. A student livon the first floor of Cushing
Hall where a limited amount
of services are performed.
Miss Janet Dunphy, the Director of Health Services, explains
that "The purpose of the infirmary is to take care of those who
are sick enough so that they
should not stay in the dorms but
are not sick enough to need

hospitalization.
"We are limited in what we do
because we can only provide the

ing in his own apartment who
may not have any doctor of
his own cannot legally be treated at the infirmary. On the other hand, full use of the facilities could not be made available to all, since this would necessitate expanding beyond all
reasonable limits. Miss Dunphy
thinks that some sort of balance
should be achieved.
Miss Dunphy emphasized that

panded.

"We have only two
wards. If a student comes here
with a communicable disease,
there's no place we can put him.
Also, if you've ever been here for
clinic at noon time, you've seen
as many as thirty students waiting for the doctor and we have
only six or seven chairs. The rest
have to sit on the floor."
PREMIUM INCREASE
Mr. Richard Leonard, Univer-

Leonard declined comment. But,
a separate report given to The
Heights from the Treasurer's Office stated that "The increase in
the cost of health services for
each resident student are due to
the estimated increase of $16 in
health insurance premiums and
the sum of $26 for on campus infirmary costs which the university
must now assume."
There is no information available on whether there will be
increases in insurance coverage
for non-resident students.
Mr. Leonard stated that it will

be a few weeks before any changes in the present system will be
specifically proposed.
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folk singer, is really a Sophomore English major in the School of

Education.

»

Evelyn has had extensive experience in the theatre as well as
singing groups. She enthralled BC audiences in "Little Mary Sunshine" and she has drawn crowds at the coffeehouse, Middle Earth.
Commenting on her taste in music she said she likes folk but
that she sings anything she takes a liking to, including rock or
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Bill

ballads.
Evelyn is sure that for every word in the dictionary there must
be a song and she would like to sing it. Meanwhile, she is aiming
for an A.B. in Speech, then an M.A. in Drama and she would like
to study guidance in everting school. "Between all that," she says,
"I'll get married."
On the campus scene, Evelyn says she loves many things about
BC, bul she hates the girls' dorms. "All our lives rotate around
walking home." She thinks it's up to the girls to push themselves
into the other colleges.
In order to help the Lay Apostolate raise money for their work,
Evelyn will be giving a concert at Roberts Center on March 12 at
8:30. Admission is SI.OO. The program, sponsored also by WVBC, will
bo MCd by Jerry Reynolds. Evelyn will be accompanied by guitarists Bob Hendler and Bill Fischer, also of Middle Earth fame.
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To the Editor

Catching up
The A&S Student Senate has recently
completed work on their "Recommendations Regarding Academic Rights and Responsibilities" and has sent the document
to Dean Willis and the Educational Policy Committee for approval. The statement, at least in its present form, has
a long history. It was originally part of
the Student Charter, work on which was
started three years ago by the Senate.
Originally envisioned as an exclusively
A&S measure it was submitted to Fr.
Drury, the Director of Student Personnel
Services, upon its completion last year.
Since many of the matters treated by the
Charter were also of concern to the other
undergraduate colleges, he decided that
it should be sent to the Campus Council
with the goal of formulating a code for
the whole University. The present proposal consists of those elements of the
original charter which were peculiarly
applicable to A&S and would not, therefore, be included in the new Charter. As
the title implies their concern is mainly
academic.
In order to explain the contents of
the "Recommendations" the Sophomore
class will hold a class meeting on March
10th at 1:00 in Bapst Auditorium to
which all A&S students are invited. The
proposal will be the main subject for discussion and we urge all who can to attend and show their interest in this measure which could have a considerable effect on them.
Basically the "Recommendations"
seek to provide a solid base on which
the student can stand in his dealings with
his professors. As such they are basically
a codification of the practices of many
of the teachers on campus. The articles
of the proposal form two basic categories;
first, definite, tangible regulations and,
secondly, several more abstract assertions. Among the former are the requirements that a professor furnish his class
with a course calendar, that he give adequalo notice of tests and quizzes, and
(hat the student have the right to transfer from a course at any time until two
weeks after the beginning of the semester. To say that such ideas are not radical is totally unnecessary; as we pointed
out such are the policies of most of the
faculty at the present time and, with
regard to the third point, of many universities and colleges. We don't feel that

there are any serious obstacles to their
When we look at the second category,
however, we have mixed emotions. The
main thrust of this section of the proposal is an effort to secure for the'student a positive assurance that he will
be treated fairly in the final assessment
of his work by the professor. Specifically
the "Recommendations" give the student
the right to demand a review of his
grade, first by the professor involved,
and, if no satisfactory solution is arrived
at, by the Chairman of the Department
or the Assistant Dean. The weakness is
obvious for in the end all grades rest on
the judgment of the teacher of the individual's work. A Departmental Chairman
would be understandably reluctant to reverse the decision of his colleague, except
in the most extreme circumstances. As
one professor has said, "Grading is not
a science it is a fine art." The fault here
lies not with the present authors but in
the nature of the situation. Written regulations cannot conceivably account for
all the personal idiosyncrcies of various
people on campus. There lies the key;
insofar as discretion in the application of
these principles remains with individuals,
there is bound to be, friction. Even the
article on changing courses has within it
this weakness, that the final decision on
the validity of the reason for the change
rests with the" Assistant Dean who has
been notoriously unsympathetic to such
requests in the past.

But it seems there has been a change
of mind. Specifically, the day before yesterday, the Super Sub-committee on Student Well Being decided that it didn't
want to hold an open meeting after all.
That the students would only ask a lot
of irrelevant questions which would slow
things down. Oh, they did agree to an
open meeting but they decided to put it
the week before they finish their inves-
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New look in retreats

All in all the "Recommendations" are To the Editor:
a step in the right direction. The rules In these days which question ty in solving our problems through
and points made are well taken, but the the relevance of education, we -open, informal, group discussions.
primary good to be achieved from it is
of Fr. Frank
found part of the With the assistance
its spirit, that of a meaningful coopera- think we have
of a Catholic Univer- Doyle and Mr. I'om White, we
significance
tion between faculty and students. As
for a truly found the answers to many persuch it should be accepted as is; referral sity; the opportunity
Point, sonal problems as well as realizEastern
retreat
at
spiritual
back to committee would probably prove
the
should ing the changing attitudes of
singularly unproductive. But it should Gloucester. Such a retreat
involved in Church. In our discussion we tried
to
all
students
appeal
also be accepted only for what it is?a
Who am to realize the Church's relevance
step. In reality it is only a step to catch answering the questions: We
I
four to today's college student and
going?
Where am
up, catch up, that is, after three years I?
came his Christian commitment.
of strangulation by committee. It is not who made such a retreat
backgrounds,
many
different
Our purpose in writing this letexcessively imaginative; it fails to dis- from
group discussions we ter, is for others to realize the
cuss at all any more complex issues such yet through
in helping one anchanges in the way retreats are
as the possibility of establishing pass-fail were all joined
spirit of common unity, conducted. No longer are they the
other
in
a
courses in some areas. But viewed as a
step it is an important and necessary one, grounds, we found a common uni- closed formal retreats of 40 miland one in which all associated with Arts Despite our diverse back- lion people with lectures of fire
and brimstone, but rather the reand Sciences should take a personal interest.

You tried harder
Listen, Super Sub-Committee on Student Well Being, we tried. A member of
your committee came down to our office
a while ago and said "We'd like to hold
an open meeting soon and get all the students to come and discuss their insuranc coverage. So how about printing a
story?the week before the open meeting?which would outline the insurance
benefits which the students are entitled
to. That way, when they come to the
meeting, they will have some information.
Only fellows, please hurry. We want to
have our open meeting as soon as possible."
Well, Super Sub-committee on Student
Well Being, we hurried. We said (two
weeks ago) that we'd have the story in
two weeks. And, mirabile dietu, today
(two weeks later) right there on page 8
is the old story. Just chock full of facts.
Like we promised.

: Tyrwy
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tigation, so that students won't interfere
with their operation.
Now, of course we're upset that we
had to print the story in the first place.
Just think of all that information going
out to the students when all they ever
think about is slowing down the workings
of the Super Sub-committee on Student
Well Being. Had we only known that students harbored such wicked intentions we.
would never have been party to such a
plan.
It actually scares us when we think
of the things we almost suggested, back
when we thought open meetings were a
good idea. We were getting all set to
write an editorial saying that students
should go to this open meeting because
it would not only give them a chance
to air long standing complaints, but it
would also promote interest in the overall workings of Super Committee itself.
We even were thinking of saying that
the Council of Resident Men might take
this opportunity to prepare a selected
sample of some of the longstanding
grievances which resident students feel
toward the infirmary. Think of what that
would have caused.
So, we thank you, Super Sub-committee on Student Well Being from saving
us (and the rest of the students) frorrr
ourselves. As we said, we tried. But you
certainly tried harder.

Good news isn't
Heights news
To the Editor
I was dismayed to find the main
front page headline in The Heights
last week read: "Council studies
constitution; inquires into BC finances." To the left of this article, in the caption of a picture of
Willie Wolters making a hook
shot, the basketball team's victory over Providence and subsequent NCAA bid were mentioned.

Perhaps if The Heights did a
little
less editorializing, they
would be able to devote a little
more space to the news.
George F. Rovegno Jr.
A&S 70

m

To the Editor
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Sincerely yours,
Paul Barreira A&S '68
Roger Croke CBA '67
Stephan Curran A&S '68
Stephan Riordan CBA '68

ing

than

geois Catholicism,
The tone of the Council's mimegraphed sheet indicates that this
"investigation" will not be a
model of impartiality. There is a
reference to "the frustration, the
anger, and the disappointment of

t senate of the School of Education cannot ap- 1
!ampus Council's recent action regarding SDS fj
there is an inherent principle in the idea of a I
any organization has the right to exist with |
order that it may freely express its political m
j views. Any such denial of free expression is
idiction to the principles on which universities j

If

pg of the Student Senate of the School of EduCampus Council will reconsider their action
SDS
THE STUDENT SENATE;
School Of Education
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edition of the Boston University News there was
House Speaker McCormack. This letter asked for
£ me President of the United States which would
impeachment, on grounds that the President was
ioned letter, signed by the Editorial board of the
pgr stated within it that the President was guilty

ac mat me au thors of the letter are completely
children are doing more than seeking the senoes along
the jdiocracy.
page of a college newspaper is a place reserved
editor. But when a statement which is as sensais made, the reflection is put upon the
x doub and I challenge the signers of the letter
a ma jority of students at Boston University that
ler suc h a ridiculous thought.
tne signers claim that Lyndon B. Johnson is a
the traitors are these people. A traitor is defined

tl

betrays his country. I charge that by condemning
i r CoUntry in this manner, these men have com5t possible treason.
man for disagreeing with the actions of his counto disagree and condemn are two different sides
pQ picket peacefully is the American way of showDUt t0 use an editorial page of the News to publish
sa jd ,[0 be sensationalism is treason. It is these
lt atter picketing has gotten them nowhere, block

one s diss

country,

drive to make BC stand for Bour-

Editors treasonous

Futhermo
traitor. 1 feel
as a person \
the actions o;
mitted the gr
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try is absurd
of the spectri
what can onl
kind of peopli
and harass th
When this
then decide t
for the impeE
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views (and, somehow to justify an
unopposed election as being a true
election beyond a doubt) he asks,
"where were you."
This type of argumentation
needs little refutation. (1) It implies that one who is outside an
elective office is therefore incapable of criticizing the action of
the officer. In this line of logic,
then, such men as the Senators
Kennedy, Senator Fulbright, and
numerous political commentators
have no right to criticize the Administration's policy. In fact, according to this logic, Barry Goldwater is the only one capable of
such action, since only he seriously opposed Johnson. (2) It implies
that, simply because an individual
has been close to an issue of an
office, that individual's opinion is
indisputable and immune from
criticism from those less close to
the situation.
One only has to look to the incompetence which cripples civil
government to see that this is a

amusing investigation

would even c

In conclusion, we would like to
sincerely thank Fr. Frank Doyle,
S.J., for his interest in us, not
just as passive Christians, but
rather as persons interested in
finding answers to the problems
of Christian life in the twentieth
century. Available to all students
are Fr. Doyle and Fr. Pat Cahalan working out of Fr. Gallagher's office in Fulton 213.
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treat is open to discussion of all
topics in an informal unstructured
manner, with time for recreation To the Editor
and personal reflection. In our
In last we
discussion we achieved a willing- an open lettei
ness to be open, honest, and frank an investigati
with ourselves and others. This lead to his cvi
is probably the greatest value in guilty of treai
such a retreat, because you realThe afore
ize that this honesty can and University nc
should be extended to whole life. of treason.
The close communion engendered
it seems
by such honesty and openness, irresponsible.
makes you a richer and fuller sationalism tl
individual. It is hoped by this letedito
ter, that others will appreciate for opinions c
and make use of these unique optional as the
portunities of personal honest student body
conferences with fellow students
to produce c'
and the value of private consul-

This was perhaps the biggest
news story of the year and it was
barely mentioned on the front tation.
page. Sporting news, when important enough, appears on the
front page of The New York
Times. Is The Heights above
this? For that matter, was there
any story at a 1 about the game,
even in the sports section? The
closest I could find, aside from
a few more captioned pictures,
was a story headed: "PC also
lost to the Eaglets."

.
.
.
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emotion; stick to issues

primarily adminThe He|ghts fore them for a
istrative office (vice-president of
chose a class), to a primarily,policyenge fa my M
making office (Campus Council)?
|weefc fa m at
m[ David Gay However, let it be understood, I
aw as a gratui have no intention of casting aspersions on Mr. Gay's character.
)US attack m
ted to make the In my dealings with him; I have
it actually found him sincere, honest, and
cause of a rather open. I have no quarrel
Muinolland with Mr. Gay per se. It is the
system of election which allowed
m for reason
him, and to a lesser degree, alfc jyjuinoUand's most the whole Campus Council,
?,. let me state to reach their positions without
to consider te ever having to defend their positotality of tions on specific issues within the
?
X of our class Campus Council's sphere of influMUani owns a ence, to the students whom they
look up
supposedly represent.
fe election im .
selection. Since As to the remainder of Mr. Mulelection holland's letter, I believe he has
anything been the unwitting victim of emoelection? tions before an attack on a friend.
s
of
the yni. For one who feels he has clearly
&ba
diagnosed my logic, he fails in his
f about the elecbe
own.
In order to discredit my
who

In the last i
Mr. Michael i
to take violen
ter of the pre.
tempt to defe
against what i
tons and slai
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issue much la
was. In shor
friend has dri
to substitute c
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all branches of the college community." Does the Campus Council now claim to' speak for the
Sodality, or for the Honors Program? The frustration and anger

To the Editor:
fallacy. Just because an individual
Precisely what is the image of Boston College? This sacrosanct
has the desire to run for office,
inviolable ideal has ostensibly been the motivating force behind
and
his constituency is not expected
various recent actions committed on this campus, for the alleged
to write him a blank check.
purpose of its preservation, intact and unspoiled.
I refer Mr. Muinolland to the
To begin with, pacifists have been subjected to verbal abuse,
writings of Thomas Jefferson to and under threat of physical assault have been "escorted" off
understand the necessity of criti- campus.
cism from those who, like myself,
Secondly, demonstrators picketing Vice President Humphrey exhave neither the time nor the in- perienced that unique BC hospitality, whereby they saw their placlination for public office, yet, feel cards destroyed in addition to being mobbed, slugged and sworn at.
it their duty to speak their mind
Thirdly, the Campus Council has seen fit to judge the SDS as
when they feel that a public trust being unfit to exist at this University, a development particularly
has been outraged.
disturbing in light of the fact that the Council is constituted of people
as
completely reputable as the above groups are not.
Due to temperamental differFourthly, Father Dorr tells probing students that to honestly
ences involved in this debate, this
question
administration* policy is to contravert both Christian and
will be my last letter on the subprecepts and should not be done by anyone who is not
democratic
ject. To Mr. Gay, I offer my sinin
full possession of all the facts (which of course must come from
cerest apology if I have in any
the administration).
way led him to believe that his
As I see it, the above actions can lead to only one image of
personal reputation and characBoston College, that of: intolerance, bigotry and ultra conservatism.
ter were the object of any attack
If this is the image that the thinking members of the University cheron my part. This was definitely
then I have badly missed my guess. If not, however, and
ish,
To
Mr.
my
not
intention.
Muinolwho do advocate indulgence, tolerance, and progress do exist,
those
land (who, judging by the tone of
it is their duty to project the image of Boston College.
then
ever
letter,
now,
is not
nor
his
One cannot expect mutual love and veneration between persons
will be, convinced of my sincerigroups unalterably opposed to each other, but on the other
and
of
The
ty), and the editors
hand
a measure of indulgence and toleration is unquestionably not
Heights, I suggest you make an
It is, perhaps, a tenable belief that if Boston College and
impossible.
effort to keep emotional, inflamits student body could exercise these virtues to a reasonably degree
matory, ad hominum attacks to a
minimum. The basic issues in- to those with whom they are in disagreement, the image of the
school would have no need of self-styled protectors.
volved are too important to be
Stephen C. Innes
smothered in personal vendettas.
A&S
'68
A&S
'67
Lynch
J.
Francis

Red Guard reconsidered

and disappointment seems rather To the Editor:
to come from all nine members
I was glad someone was interested enough in
of the Council who signed this
the Chinese situation to write a reply to my article.
ridiculous document.
In discussing the great proletarian cultural revoThis mimeographed sheet asks lution with Professor Lowenthall I found his main
the question "Do you consider The reservation was over the use of violence.
The use of violence is not in the interests of
Heights to be the voice of the
Mao
Tse-Tung, the Party, the Red Guards, or the
at
Boston
College?"
students
Here
the Council, with customary per- people of China. First of all, the cultural revoluspicacity, has decided that a tion is primarily an ideological struggle, and you
newspaper should be the voice of don't convert people to your point of view by
its readers. This is a limited view cracking their skulls.
Second, the Red Guards, being a small, unof what a newspaper should be
armed
band of high-school and college students,
effect,
denies The Heights
and, in
the right to disagree with the ma- are particularly defenseless against violent attack.
jority view on campus. The This was revealed when Lin Piao was forced to
Heights often reflects the students' call upon the army to protect them.
Third, the use of violence by Revolutionaries
view, more often than the Campus
gives
the enemies of the Communist Regime an
the
principle
does,
Council
but
of
the paper's pursuing an inde- opportunity to wave a violent counter-revolution
pendent policy should be main- under the guise of self-defense.
Fourth, violent struggle seriously disrupts the
tained, whether The Heights
agrees with most students or not. economy and could lead to civil war?something
neither Mao nor any other Red wants.
Question No. 5 of the Council
For these reasons the Party, under Mao's leadquestionnaire (following questions ership, has consistently opposed the use of violence
about the paper's reporting the by the Red Guards.
news and acceptance of letters to
However, the Red Guards are not perfect; they
the editors) reads, "Do you have
been granted a great deal of autonomy from
have
any other specific grievance?"
Party control and this has resulted in their makHere we see the narrow mind
ing mistakes. Nevertheless it appears that for the
which turned down SDS at work most part the recent outbursts of violence in
again. Did it occur to the Council that Heights' readers might
have answered the first four questions favorably?
Finally, the Council's document
ends with the statement "Action
will be forthcoming." Apparently
the Council has saved the students
the trouble of answering the questionnaire because if the Council
has already decided to take action, what need is there of finding
out student opinion? Also, what
action could the Council take?
Fortunately The Heights is beyond the jurisdiction of the Council.
Our student "leaders"(?) are
trying to take BC down the road
of mediocrity; denial of recognition to SDS was a big step in
that direction. Anyone interested
in the future of BC as a true university can only hope that the
Council's newest move will be

ibition has done absolutely nothing for them, they
headlines by writing a letter to the Congress
ent of the President. "Had I a dozen sons, each
j had rather have eleven die nobly for their
halted.
voluptuously surfeit out of action."
Martin Kahalas
CBA '69

BC and its image

Very truly yours,
Joseph F. Kelly
A&S '67

major Chinese cities have been initiated by the
enemies of the revolution and not by the Red
Guards, who feebly tried to defend themselves.
The inciting of violence is only in the interests
of the self-seeking bureaucrats, privileged technicians, corrupt administrators, and national bourgeoisie who are trying to maintain their private
vested interests or regain their former privileges.
The key question is why is it that before the
Red Guards began to move into the factories only
a few isolated incidents of violence were reported
in the western press, whereas lately there appears
to have been major outbreaks in several Chinese
cities. The answer seems to be that the intensive
criticism of provincial officials and factory managers represents a more direct threat to the corrupt privileged stratum than the criticism of a
few bourgeois writers and academic officials did.
Indeed, the fact that the self-seeking bureaucrats were able to mass such a violent resistance
would seem to indicate that Mao was right in
launching a major campaign to check the growth
of their power. On the other hand, it would be
foolhardy to press the revolution foreward too
fast, since this could lead to civil war. Mao appears to have recognized this and has called the
Red Guards "a horde of fanatic teenagers", the
same discription which could have been applied
to SNCC Civil Rights workers by Southern whites.
Paul Bail
A & S '69
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Don't ridicule small clubs
To the Editor:
In last week's Heights two students decided that they could get
a few laughs at the expense of a
small organization on campus.
William J. Serow and William J.
Zaino, both A&S '67 on their "oh
so humorous" editorial used the
name of the Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society to make a point in the
SDS controversy.
Adjacent to the editorial was a
disgusting cartoon supposedly depicting a scene in Ireland of a
slovenly old hag in squalor-ridden
surroundings.

sides in the conflict over SDS.
Therefore, it does not expect to
be used by up and coming young
satirists merely to express some
particular view on this issue.
This club has climbed from a
paid membership of 22 last year
to 130 this year. It is still having
organization problems as are other

clubs on campus; but it has the

Irish lasses foiled

active small club at BC by next
year. It is hardly necessary for To the Editor:
two "Zainey Zerows" to ridicule Top 'o the mornin' to ya!
and to carelessly malign this orIn regard to the letter which
ganization.
appeared in last week's Heights
John McColgan CBA '68
we as BOPS would like to proPresident,
test! We have been discriminated
Blessed Oliver Plunkett Society against
too long. No longer will
Ed. note: the article referred
we continue to be content as a perto was a letter, not an editorial.
secuted and unheard of minority
The cartoon depicted a condition
group on the BC campus.

potential of becoming the most in the BC dorms.)

Sorry about that,

First of all, with regard to this
cartoon, the "artist" (whose name
began with "O", God forgive him!)
is evidently ignorant of anything
about the Irish people. There is
probably more squalor in parts of
Boston than there is in all of Ireland. Anyone who knows Ireland
and her people also knows that,
in general, the poorest people in
that country are among the cleanest in the world. That cartoon may
reflect many an American's ignorance and snobbery toward other people. This last statement is
a fact which Americans do not
like to hear about, but the truth
hurts.

folks

3, 1967

pus Council to provide us with
imitations?but they were busy
with more important things. And
when we wanted to fell the statue
of the Eagle in front of Roberts
we were again foiled.
It has been said that we seek
to "overthrow all law and order
at our alma mater"?but we have
found none to overthrow. And so
we shall remain in UNREST until our voices are once again
heard above the strains ?of "Mc-

First, our oppressors' etomological sources are wrong. "Teenyboppers" obviously is a bastardization from the Italian?have you Namara's Band."
ever heard of an Irishman called Perhaps Washington,
Jefferson,
"Teeny?"
and Lincoln were proud of the
Secondly, the measures taken great American culture?as are
against us in the past have been we?but do they not now have
drastic enough. When we wished their faces imprinted in green
to hold our annual assembly in with pride, and promulgated
Roberts Center, we were instead throughout the country? We trust
relegated to Campion 102?a phone that even you, Mr. Serow and Mr.
booth. When we wished to preserve Zaino, carry a few in your pockour historical heritage by re-enact- ets.
We may be BOPS, but you, my
ing the driving of the snakes from
Ireland, the administration was lads, are FOPS. (Fraternity for
far from cooperative: even when the Oppression of Persecuted Sowe volunteered to pay for the cieties).
The eyes of Ireland are upon
transport ourselves, we were forbidden to import the 3000 snakes you: you will never see Irish eyes
to include in our cast of charac- smile again.
ters. The campus police threatenJan O'Geist, Ed.70
ed to arrest them. It was at that
Betty McGoetz, Ed.'67

To the Editor:
As Chairman of Winter Weekend, I feel a responsibility to clarify
the reason for the crowded condition which existed at the Meadows
during the Snow-Ball Dance last Friday Night. When the Meadows
was first investigated as a possible site for the dance, we were
informed that it had a capacity of 1000-2000 persons. However, we
were not told that this is the full capacity, and not the seating
capacity. At the time, we were assured that everyone would have
a seat.
When questioned about the seating problem Friday night, the
management explained that it is the policy of the Meadows to quote
a capacity of one-third above the actual number of seats. This is
because it is expected that there will always be one-third of the
total attending the dance, either on the dance floor, or out of their
seats for various reasons. Although those who had to carry chairs
and tables from downstairs will not find this explanation very consoling, they may be assured that in the future greater precautions
will be taken to prevent this situation from recurring.
?*
As for the editorial itself, the
Richard E. Neumann
Irish Club does not intend to take
Chairman?Winter Weekend
time that

we beseeched the Cam-

Julie O'Mancini, Ed.7o

Communism, Satan, and the SDS
To the Editor:
BC students in their cynicism (or
perhaps their youthful honesty) put considerable stress on the degree of phoniness prevalent here. Administration is
held to be first grade phonies, department
chairmen second grade phonies, professors third grade phonies, The Heights
staff fourth grade phonies, etc., etc. What
validity, if any, there is to this graduation I am unable to assess.
I should, however, like to assess the
crocodile tears shed by the students and
faculty for the Campus Council's "cruel,"
"decadent," "moribund" rejection of
SDS as a first rate phony. A brief history of Marxist-Oriented youth groups
and their chameleonings into one another
may help place the matter in focus.
The parent organization was the YCL
(Young Communist League) which from
the mid 1920's recruited American Youth
for the Communist Party. On Oct. 17,
1943 it changed its name to AYD (American Youth for Democracy). In 1948 this
was dissolved into LYL (Labor Youth
League). In 1962 Community Party Chairman Gus Hall annonunced the time was

ripe to plan for participatory democracy
on college campuses and to establish

campus fronts both within and without
the Party to encourage rioting, disorder,
immorality, and obscenity as preludes to
a Communist takeover. Chief among
these was the Dubois Club. Phil Davis,
graduate of the Marxist San Francisco
School of Social Sciences, a paid SNCC
organizer in Albany, Georgia, and trainee in October 1962 at the CPUSA training school, was selected as the first Du-

bois Club president.
Eugene Dennis Jr., son of the Communist Party secretary, was chosen editor of the Club Bulletin SPUR. Leftist
sponsors of the Christening in June 1964
were: "Kayo" Hallinan, son of old line
Marxist, Vincent Hallinan, Phyllis Mandel Glick, daughter of Marxist Radio
commentator William Mandel, Arlene
Shupak business manager of the Communist Front Publication, New Horizons
for Youth, Carl Bloice, staff reporter for
the Communist organ People's World, Al
Richmond, editor of same, Archie Brown,
übiquitous Communist candidate for all
sorts of offices, Bettina Aptheker, Communist organizer of riots at Berkeley and
daughter of CPUSA strategist, Herbert
Aptheker, Dr. Holland Roberts of the
American-Russian Institute, Oleata and
Betty Proctor,

children of Communist
Party Committeeman, Roscoe Proctor,

Elizabeth and Lee Goldblatt, daughters
at Communist, Louis Goldblatt, Roseanne
Forrest, daughter of Missouri Communist Party Chairman James Forrest,
Michael Eisenscher, son of Communist
Sigmund Eisenscher, Douglass Wachter,
chief organizer of the 1960 riots against

HUAC.

Among those cabling best wishes were
THE VIETCONG!!! Bertrand Russell
("I wish to endorse the formation of a
socialist youth movement in the USA
and wish it every possible success"),
Paul Robeson, Joan Baez, Dr. Carlton
Goodlett, etc.
Interlocked from the beginning with
the Dubois Clubs were SNCC and SDS.
They have not yet (Feb. 22, 1967) been
Drdered by the Attorney General's Office
to register with the Subversive Activities

Control Board as was the Dubois Club
on Mar. 4, 1966. In 1962, however Gus
Hall made provisions for the interchange
of membership in the various fronts of
the New Left by advising, as the heat
might get turned on one or another organization by public attention, members

should transfer to the sister groups. So
SDS national secretary Paul Booth bemoans damage done to Dubois Club
headquarters as "an injury to one is an
injury to us all." Bettina Aptheker,
Communist agitator at Berkeley, was a
featured speaker at the last SDS convention and is an organizer this year for
the SDS at Berkeley.
Suggested sleuthing for BC friends
of civilization and freedom: try to find
out if any of the "five" (that few????)
SDS members here have received training at a Communist training and recruiting school. To the best of my knowledge
(always horribly incomplete) the nearest
is at Pawling, N.Y., Camp Unity is financed by the Federal Office of Economic Opportunity!!!! Suggested sleuthing
for a BC economics Ph.D dissertation:
find out how much War on Poverty
Funds support other Dubois Club, SDS,

.

Sncc, etc. centers.

Phoney of the first order: Crocodile
tears for SDS rejection from SDS faculty
adviser, Prof. Loofbourow to the effect
that it will perhaps harm our image
with Phi Beta Kappa as a traditionalist
organization. To have an SDS student
riot center at BC is a danger for our
Phi Beta Kappa image, not vice versa.
Phoney of the first order: "The local
SDS is independent of the national SDS."
ALL Marxist groups are under Central

Party Discipline. The innocent boobs
not knowing this fact may well form the
majority of any local membership. BUT
THERE ARE ALWAYS MEMBERS

WHO KNOW AND
WHO PLAY THE PIPER'S TUNE FOR
THE
FOLLOW. And in the
Communist take-over it will not help to
have belonged to the SDS. "If their own
country cannot trust them, neither can
we" has been the universal Communist
cry against liberals at all Communist
takeovers to date, from Russia to Cuba.
"To the wall with them!"

OFFICERS
- AND/OR
BOOBS TO

Phony of the first order: The Young
Republicans Club. Gus Hall has no need
of Marxist fronts when he has "Republicans like you." Neutral to SDS??? A
Republican??? !!!Pfui. Holy water from
your hands would be acceptable to the
devil. You are not unique, of course, You
are the breed of Romney, Jacob Javits,
Brooke, and Percy, the Ripon Society.

Dr. Bella Dodd's

(former

Communist

leader of New York Communist professors and teachers) sworn testimony before the Senate Internal Security Committee about the role of "Republican"
Javits when Tammany mixed a Democratic Communist senator from New
York, makes interesting reading. And
Senator Percy together with Cyrus Eaton,
I believe, was the only prominent American to send 1967 New Year's greetings to
the Bolshevik terrorists. And one of these
"Republicans" is most likely to be our
1968 president, for the word in liberal
circles is that LBJ will not be permitted
to live 'til '68. But for all that, neither
they nor you are real Republicans. You
have done what the SDS goal here probably was: to make Marxism respectable
on the BC campus. Is it not quite probable that you are penetrated and/or controlled by SDS members under Party
discipline?

Phony of the first order: "BC is not
a University for denying free speech to
SDS." Marxists are not interested in free
speech. They are interested only in enslaving the world and getting their hands
on its wealth. They have over a billion
slaves already. Their methods are in the
long range only the creation of anarchy
and teiTorization employed in Vietnam
eg., bamboo splinters driven upward
through the eardrum into the brain of
screaming Vietnamese, the evisceration
of screaming pregnant women.
The Council has stood bravely by the

side of freedom of speech for students of
the University. The Council has lit a
symbolic candle in prayer for the souls
of the already upwards of 800,000,000
victims of Communist slaughter and in
prayer for the steadfastness of the few
of us that fight Communism to persevere
in courage for the truth. Congratulations
to the Council!!!
As I look on this campus and others
at the representatives of what the Press
in SDS, Dubois Clubs, SNCC, Stokely
Carmichael Clubs, etc. calls the New
Left, I always think a more appropriate
name would be What's Left. The writer
of this too long letter is I, Vincent A.
McCrossen, Phi Beta Kappa member of
the oldest chapter in Pennsylvania, colege valedictorian, life fellow in the Zurich Academy and others, officer in MLA
since 1950, member of the Catholic Commission on Intellectual and Cultural Affairs, Who's Who in America listee since
1947, 1962 suggestee in Sign Magazine
for one of the ten outstanding Catholic
intellectuals in the U.S. (God help Catholic intellectualdom), author of eight
books and approximately three hundred
articles, etc, etc. etc, but, B.C. pariah
exiled from teaching in summer school
and evening college, with enrollment re-i
stricted from entering my literature
classes in regular session, etc., etc., etc.,
but, please God, I shall persevere in
continuing to do what tiny bit I can to
arrest the Communist take-over, until I
am led to the wall, doing what the Holy
Father has specifically and explicitly
ordered certain not distant religious
orders to do as prime activity, AND
WHICH THEY ARE NOT DOING, namely to combat godless Communism.
At the wall there may also be the perspicacious members of the Council who
have cast a vote for freedom. But more
likely there will be also the members
of the SDS. That I am foreseeing will be
the hard moment: to die forgiving the
bastards whd have betrayed their country and prepared the road for its enslavement for prdbably thousands of
years to come but too treacherous for
Communist thugs to trust. I am not sure
I shall then have the charity of Christ:
"Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do." Yet, I do not utterly
despair of salvation, for these people
often do know what they do and may
quite willingly be emissaries of Satan
and the Anti-Christ.
Vincent A. McCrossen
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PTheInvoasifStud eople

By JOE CHECK

(Last week our boys were chased through the Vulture's Nest by a scurrilous

collection of Student Liberals.
(Since then a high level confab
has decided that Ned should sub
for Dean Busiwork without the
consent of the Administration.)
We snuck in the back door to
the office, Naked Ned sat down
behind the big desk, and I pressed
the intercom button and spoke.
"Send him in, baby," I said to
Miss Xerox, and then faded into
the corner to catch the reaction.
The first matriculant to be confronted with the new Dean of
Students walked in, blinked,
blanched, stared, and finally broke
out in great gales of laughter. As
he rolled helplessly on the floor,
clutching his sides, the sight
which met his eyes was certainly
no ordinary one. On the center of
the huge oak desk rested a huge,
half-full bottle of Thunderbird.
Next to it, cross-legged and in a
state of quasi-inebriation sat
Naked Ned.
A strange, insistent sound pulsated through the walls. The first
official act of the new Dean had
been to shut off the FM music
that had been piped in to soothe
the waiting students. His second
constituted a re-channeling of
funds formerly earmarked for a
lifetime office subscription to National Geographic. He had hired
Bo Diddley to play live in the
Dean's Office waiting room.
I moved to the business at
hand, questioning the student.
"What's your problem?"
"I'd like permission to try an

experiment."

"What's that?"
"I'd like to try to learn something while I'm in college."
"You realize, of course, that
this is an unheard of break with
precedent and Heights U. tradition. We'll have to put this case
directly to the Dean." I turned,

of the floor, he flashed a dazed, toward the ceiling. He leveled
cockeyed smile and replied, "Go, off at 12 feet and started floating
toward the open window. As he
Man."
was wafted through on a wave of
I turned back to Sovielplatz.
"0.X., try it, but I warn you sound, I decided that maybe the
that such an outrageous goal as Student Left had been wrong.
the one you propose will not be Perhaps an entire revamping of
long tolerated here. This is a the system was uncalled for. A
University!" I ushered him to few wise changes in key places
the door. When I opened it the could produce wonders.
Bo Diddley beat hit me like a
Look what Naked Ned had done
tidal wave which receded after for the Dean of Students' image
the next man had entered the in just a few short hours. This
office. His dress and manner were called for another top-level consomewhat strange, but I proceed- ference. I issued a memorandum
declaring it to be lunchtime for
ed with the questioning.
the University and hurried back
your
"What's
name?"
to the library to consult with
"Bo Diddley."
"Your major?"
Casimir Sobieski, who was still
looking after the real Dean.
"I'm a gunslinger."
(Next week?the Student Left
Behind me Naked Ned sat crosslegged on the desk, next to a initiates a major breakthrough in
huge, empty bottle of Thunder-' somehting. Hang in there till next
bird. Suddenly he began to rise week and find out what.)

The Stylus

o o o *§

...

"A matter of course"
By JOHN GOLENSKI
Features Editor

First impressions of the latest Stylus are of a tasteful, good-looking and hopefully good-reading journal.
Unfortunately, a reading of the
magazine leaves me convinced
that the Stylus has not really
changed in content or style except for visual layout.
It must be admitted that the
inclusion of representative
works by the students of Mr.
Macomber's art classes has
added taste and beauty to the
general format of the magazine.
The present issue is an eminently good-looking one. Its content does not live up to its
appearance.
As usual, the poetry is bland

outlined the situation to the nodding Coconut Head who was sitting cross-legged on the desk,
next to a huge, quarter-full bot- and predictable. If there is one
tle of Thunderbird, and waited more poem using the "sea," the
for the reply.
"moon," or the "sky," the Stylus
The new Dean cogitated for a could do the colleges a service
moment, scratched his stomach, by printing up full-color reproput his thumb in his ear, closed ductions of the Elysian Fields.
his eyes, and fell off the desk. As for the attempt to make the
Lying on his back in the center poetry more representative, even

Barry C. W. is better than Barry
C. W. second hand.
theme running
One major
through most of the poetry and
occasionally the prose is that of
love and sex. If the authors of
the Stylus find a fascination with
the fact that human beings express their love sexually, it seems
that they could express this poetically. Some of the most moving
and emotive verbal expression
centers on the theme of human
love (e.g. Donne, or even Shakespeare) but this is because of
the treatment as much as the
theme. The treatment in the
Stylus is generally adolescent.
Some notable exceptions are
Justin O'Conner's "To L.,"
Peter K. Nolan's "I Left You"
and Arthur Dewey's poem,
which is good because although
it attempts a small insight, it
achieves it perfectly.
A little less of the hippie-toHarvard Square - and - Environs
theme might also improve the
quality of the poetry.
By way of improvement, the
fiction is stimulating though not
exciting. Largess' story has an
interestingly relevant theme with
a unique twist in point of view.
He presents it well but ends anticlimactjcally. Rich Sawaya's "A
Matter of Course," is wellwrought and typically Sawayan.
To anyone who hasn't read Sawayan, this is an impressive short
story of professional calibre.
An" added attraction of the
magazine was the Uncle Marvin storied by Jan Wojcik. Pat
illustrations made
Largess'
them almost BC's own Marvel
comics in a wierd-humor sort

-

of way.
With all

its new layout, humor,
and length the Stylus should be
representative of the extensive
and diverse talent on campus.
Unfortunately, it is continuing to
present a definite type of Stylusaccepted work which is not necessarily the only or the best poetry
its readers have to offer.
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Dr. Schussler Interview:

Reformation

ecumenics

By JAMES E. MOONEY
Features Staff

"Protestant and Catholic Reformation scholars must work together in developing a common basis in Luther's teaching, and can thereby contribute greatly
to a future ecumenical rapprochement."
Professor Hermann E. Schussler, Visiting Professor of Reformation History at Boston College,
expressed in these words his approach to the ecumenical reassessment of the Reformation.

As a Lutheran theologian, Prof.
Schussler believes that his experiences at an American Catholic
university will be of great value
in his encounter with Catholic
scholarship on the Reformation,
and will open wider opportunities
for research and a study of American religious life.
Prof. Schussler's background
includes the attainment ol his

?DR. SCHUSSLER?

Doctorate in Lutheran Theology
as the University of Kiel, and
a Licentia Contionandi, a license
to preach.

This is not Prof. Schussler's
first visit to this country or to
BC. During 1962 and 1963, he was
a visiting professor at Brown
University and St. Louis University. During the fall semester of
1963, Prof. Schussler taught at
BC, and has just signed a two and
The concept of common schola half year contract, which will arship by Protestants and Cathokeep him here until the spring of lics is aimed as "a new, ecu1969.
menical interpretation of Reformation history; a re-assessProf. Schussler's interest in ment of the conflicts leading up
Reformation and pre-Reformation
to the Reformation, with the

A student-centered system
By STEVE SNODGRASS
Associate Features Editor

The A&S Senate's "Recommendations Regarding Academic
Rights and Responsibilities." presently being considered by the dean
and the faculty, was originally conceived on a much broader scale.
Three years ago the Senate began drawing up a specific statement
of regulations that would cover all aspects of student life. The resulting Student Charter, which was submitted to Rev. John R. Willis. S.J.. Dean of A&S, last May, incorporated existing university
rules, slated explicitly rights and responsibilities which were implied
but nowhere officially recognized, and added new proposals that
were considered in the interest of student welfare.

The eight page charter dealt primarily with the regulation of
student behavior on campus. It guaranteed any freedom of expression
thai did not compromise the liberties of others and the freedom of
organization (with the qualification that the members of an organization be responsible for its "advantageous operation" to the student government). It applied these rights specifically to the religious
sphere, condemning enforced worship and encouraging religious
diversify.
It also extended these rights and responsibilities to include
society in general, reiterating the basic freedoms but forbidding
violations of the "laws of the greater community."

history was influenced in the direction of ecumenics by Professor
Joseph Lortz, who stimulated ecumenical studies in Germany as
early as the 19305, and who today
serves as director of the institute
where Prof. Schussler has been
studying. "Dr. Lortz's books had
quite an impact on persons such
as Hans Kung, and Karl Rahner
in the 19305."

view of developing a European
dialogue between the churches."
Prof. Schussler's observation on
the differences between American

and European universities are interesting because he preferred to
would be required to give notice of any additions in advance, accord- discuss what European universiing to a specific schedule.
ties could learn from American
universities.
He believes that
In addition, the instructor would not be allowed to reduce a
European universities shou'd place
grade for "absences fewer than the number permitted"?which in
greater emphasis on teaching and
most cases is now unlimited by A&S regulations anyway. Some ingeneral education in the earlier
structors, however, have allegedly been violating this rule. In such
of the European university
years
a case the student would have the right to appeal to the Assistant
experience. European university
department
Dean and/or the
chairman.
education starts later than in AmThe recommendations also include the establishment of certain erica and plunges earlier into infaculty members as assigned departmental advisors to assist in the dividual research in the pursuit
selection of elective courses and in changing courses or major. The of the Doctor's degree.
Guidance Office and the Freshman Assistance Program perform
"The German university system
this service now, but not on an organized basis. The proposed advisors would have the advantage of being acquainted with their is still organized along the lines
small, nineteenth century
particular field and would be able to relieve the chairman of some of the
institution, which was good for the
of their advisory duties.
few students of that time, but it
Henry J. McMahon, Assistant Dean of A&S, has suggested that is inadequate in attempting to
departmental advisors might not be well acquainted with the broader cope with the masses of students
scope of a student's program?core requirements in. particular?and today. I would advocate a more
could inadvertently cause a student to miss some requirements. Bill general education in the first
Durkin, Chairman of the A&S Senate, following a suggestion made years of the curriculum in Gerat the chairmen's meeting, feels that the Assistant Dean could co- man universities, to avoid a too
ordinate the activities of the advisors to guard against such a early specialization."

The charter more or less repeated existing university regulations
on student conduct. In the classroom and around the campus, it
outlawed cheating, gambling, and drinking and required "neat" problem.
clothing (no sweatshirts or shorts).
The Senate also suggests liberalization of the existing regulations
the change of course or major. At present Dean McMahon
regarding
unfair
protest
guaranteed
II also
the right of a student to
treatsets deadlines for changes affecting the following semester, usually
ment by an instructor and gain an impartial hearing.
in December and April, and officially allows no further change of
The "Statement on Academic Freedom of Students," published major after sophomore year. The Senate recommends that no time
by a committee of the American Association of University Pro- limit be imposed "when valid academic reasons dictate." Dean Mcfessors, formed the basis for the charter; but it was supplemented Mahon, although declining to pass judgment without more detailed
by a study of the senators into the specific needs of the Boston study, explained that deadlines are set to avoid flooding the RegCollege campus.
istrar's Office and the departmental offices with work at times when
Last June the Senate submitted the charter to Dean Willis. they are busy with grades and transcripts and that some changes
Because it contained statements that applied to the entire univer- of major are impossible after a certain time because of the rigid
sity, he sent it to Rev. George L. Drury, Director of Student Per- requirements of some departments.
sonnel Services. Because he felt that the more general provisions
Bill Durkin says that the statement implies the feasibility of a
would have to be applied to the entire university to be equitable, change. He also feels that the welfare of the student would justify
Fr. Drury suggested that they be studied by the Super Committees. hiring more employees rather than
refusing a request for a change.
He returned the provisions that applied uniquely to A&S for further Dean McMahon
emphasizes the fact that he makes exceptions when
consideration.
the student has a valid reason. In other words he and the Senate
In January of this year the Senate submitted the modified rem- are saying basically the same thing through their ideas of a valid
nants of the original charter, dealing with academic policy alone, to reason may be different. Bill Durkin claims that the Senate is not
the A&S Educational Policy Committee as "Recommendations Re- necessarily recommending specific changes in procedure but does

When asked if free speech on
campus was a critical issue for
German students, Prof. Schussler stated that such crises were
as common in Germany as in
America, and that the Free University of Berlin, in one incident involving a dispute over
freedom of political activity on
campus, desired to avoid "politization" of that university.
Prof. Schussler believes that students should have some represen-

tation on academic policy boards,

as he thinks they do in many German universities.
Prof. Schussler hopes to learn
as much as possible about American college and religious life and
is anxious to participate in a full
campus life.
The experience

garding Academic Rights and Responsibilities." Because of previous want its flexibility to be made explicit and emphasized.
should be valuable both to Prof.
commitments, the EPC postponed discussion until the April meeting.
Another recommendation, dealing with a specific problem of Schussler and to the BC comTuesday night. Fr. Willis submitted it to a meeting of the departcourse change, would allow a student to transfer out of a course munity.
ment chairmen for consideration. Because both of these bodies act
within the first two weeks of the semester. Besides pointing out
as advisors, however. Fr. Willis will make the final decision.
again the problem of paperwork, Dean McMahon suggested that an
The present recommendations attempt to protect the students instructor might not start the semester in earnest until he was sure
against "prejudiced or capricious academic evaluation" by provid- his class was going to be there to finish it. Bill Durkin felt that an
ing for a review of a grade with the instructor and appeal to the intructor would be even more conscientious if he knew his work
Assistant Dean and/or chairman if necessary. Specifically, the stu- was being reviewed by the students.
dent would have the right to disagree with the instructor's scholarly
of the faculty and the administration will probably
opinions without fear of penalty. He would also have the right to haveMembers
suggestions for changes when they have studied the plan more
an explanation of his mark and an opportunity to examine the relecarefully. Certain clauses are vague and ambiguous and will probvant materials ?especially if a teaching assistant has done the
ably have to be clarified. Although there will undoubtedly be obgrading.
jections to specifics, the basic proposal is sound and seems to
The student would also have the right to know in the beginning have faculty support. After all, it was partly based on a statement
of a course what, the instructor will require. He would receive a of their colleagues around the country published by their national
ay
?
syllabus and course calendar as complete as possible at the begin- organization. Because it emphasizes the student rather than
the
ning of the semester, indicating the proportional weight of each system, it represents an improvement in the impersonal atmosassignment in the determination of the final grade. The instructor phere that plagues any large university.
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CBA: The frats
BOB MARTINO
"The organization gives practicality to schoolwork.
It supplements your education and brings you that much
closer to the actual business world
." "It helps to
give students an insight into what they should get out
of their education
." "I think it helps to turn out the
complete businessman of today ..."
These quotes and many more bridges the gap between the busiBy

..

..

like them are indicative of a spirit and attitude of a breed of enterprising young men who are engaged in one of the several professional business fraternities
which are open to students at BC.
It is, however, a widespread
and incorrect attitude which inhabits the minds of many in connection with the word 'fraternity.'
Many people still think in terms
of all fraternities as "social" fraternities.
Fraternities were originally
instituted out of a need for
housing and also were more
or less like a "caste system"
with each particular fraternity
giving off its own particular
image. Today however, although
still popular, it is evident that
social fraternities are wanting
somewhat and that professional
fraternities, while not dominating the scene entirely, are holding their own.
As one member of Delta Sigma
Pi said, "Fraternities like this
are accepted for what they are
rather than what they have. We're
looking for a regular guy who can
contribute to the frat and in turn
to the school."
Even though the word fraternity is often immediately associated
with the word social, the boys
themselves feel as though their
type of fraternity exudes more of
what the word fraternity should
denote, that is, the boys are joined together to assist each other
and give each other insights. It

ness and academic worlds and
gives students the experience and
advantage of a brotherhood based
on common practical interests
which prepare them for life.
At Boston College there are
four main professional business fraternities, three of which,
Alpha Kappa Psi, Delta Kappa
Psi, and Omega Alpha Psi are
open to sophomores and juniors
with any major or an A&S
Economics major. The fourth,
Pi Sigma Epsilon is open only
to juniors and seniors who are
majoring in the field of mark-

eting.

Three out of the four have national affiliation which give the
members more benefits after -as
well as during their college careers.
These fraternities aren't looking primarily for "Big Men on
Campus;" they are looking for
those individuals who are willing
to contribute to the organization.
There is a rush period in October during which time interested
students are given the opportunity
to see if they would like to join
a certain fraternity. It also affords "brothers" of the respective
fraternities a chance to become
acquainted with those boys interested. There follows a "pledge"
period during which the field of
applicants is narrowed down. This
is a rigorous period, as it demands much from the "pledge"
in the way of sacrifice, and helps
the "brothers" to decide who ac-

Photo by Joseph Navin

DELTA KAPPA PSI

tualiy wants to be in the fraternity.
"Brotherhood" in the frater-

nities, however, does not end
upon the graduation of the student. Some fraternities have
quite elaborate and extensive
alumni programs wherein old
contacts are strengthened and
new ones are formed.

Alpha Kappa Psi

Founded in 1904 at NYU, "Alpha" was the first professional
business fraternity in the United
States. It was established at BC
in 1955.

Alpha's purpose is to contribute
to both the university and to the
individual members of the fraternity. It accomplishes this by
conducting professional events
which will benefit the entire student body. It has sponsored surveys of majors, electives, gradu-

ate school, and also has sponsored a marriage lecture series.
This fraternity has also hosted
an orphan's day, parents' weekend, initiation dinner dance, and
spring social. It awards a scholarship key, which is given to a
senior in CBA with the highest
scholastic average and also a
commendation given to a faculty
brother.
Delta Sigma Pi is a professional frat organized to foster
the study of business in universities, to encourage scholarship,
social activity and the association of students for their mutual advancement by research
and practice. Delta Sigma Pi,
is, in addition to having a national affiliation, is also an international business fraternity.
It Is the Delta Kappa chapter
of Delta Sigma Pi, and this
chapter has been here since
1957. The national fraternity was

originated in 1907 at New York
University.
"Delta", along with Alpha is
one of the oldest and most prominent of the professional business
fraternities.
Once to twice a month, Delta's
professional chairman contacts
successful members of the business world to conduct professional
business meetings which are open
to anyone interested in attending.
In addition to this, the organization also conducts tours, luncheons, orphan's day, parent's weekend, initiation and an annual dinner-dance.
Each year the most outstanding junior in CBA receives a
cash award and the Delta Sigma Pi scholarship key.

Omega Alpha Psi

"Omega," which is the newest
professional business fraternity resulted from the efforts of seven
members of the class of '68, who,
feeling there was a need for a
third fraternity and a desire for
exploring new ideas got together
to found Omega Alpha Psi.
The organization, which has
progressed rapidly since its incepBy DICK MESSINA
tion several mrJhths ago, has
Copy Editor
made rapid progress and has inSix stories below the tall grey Gothic weathervane that graces Higgins Hall is the site of one of Boston itiated several programs such as
College's most important and impressive science laboratories. The Electron Microscope Lab, 816, is where Fr. Wil- the following:
Investment program
this will
liam Sullivan, S.J., chairman of the Biology Dept., and a team of graduate students conduct research on minute organisms in the hope of finding some key which will lead to the understanding of and ultimate victory over cancer. be supported by funds solicited
from local firms. This will enThe main tools of the lab are nucleolus, a small "spot" inside Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA), the a controlled medium; then min- able brothers to share in actual
the two imposing electron micro- the nucleus. Nuclear studies per- "code" that plays an important ute "chunks" are cut and sus- investment. Profits will be placed
scopes themselves. They occupy mit investigation of Ribonucleic part in reproduction. Euglena's pended in a solution which later in the treasury.
two adjacent rooms, and the Acid (RNA), its synthesis, and its chloroplasts, the areas where hardens.
Workshop Program individual
"tube" or functional part of each motion throughout the cell, which photosynthesis is performed, are
The "chunks," groups of the and group research will take
is several feet high. Accessories is traced by radiosiotopes.
also objects of study and are organisms in question, are too place so that the brothers will
such as cooling systems and powA specific concern is ribosomal bleached for that purpose.
small to be seen and must be have an opportunity to make use
er supplies are housed in nearby RNA, which is itself the pattern The organisms themselves are carefully cut on a heat-expan- of research techniques not availrooms; these are actually bigger or mold for the making of carefully grown and nourished in sion type of cutting device. A able in the classroom.
than the scopes themselves.
small cylindrical slug, perhaps
Pi Sigma Epsilon
a centimeter long, represents
The smaller scope, built by Carl
Pi
Sigma
Epsilon is unique from
the equivalent of a slide in an
Zeiss, represents an investment of
the other fraternities in that it is
optic microscope. The slug, with
over $26,000. It can "see" an obspecialized fraternity open only
the minute chunks frozen inside, a
ject as small as 8 Angstrom units
marketing majors.
to
can be inserted into the micro(an Angstrom unit is equal to one
The
organization is sponsored
scope for observation.
one-hundred-millionth of a centianother
by
organization known
In the scope itself, a beam of
meter). The larger scope was
as the Sales and Marketing Exelectrons stripped from tungsten
built by Phillips and is one of the
ecutives of Greater Boston,
material is directed through pre- which is composed of more
in
exmore advanced machines
cisely constructed magnetic lensistence. It has a resolution power
highly successful men in the
es (essentially strong magnets en- marketing field.
down to 4 Angstroms, and was
closed in soft iron on either side It
purchased at cost of about $60,is based on a three point proof the beam) and finally into the
-000, including accessory systems.
gram:
specimen or slug. Then the beam
1) Lectures or panels, wherein
Fr. Sullivan's team uses these
passes through additional (diffracmembers
of the sponsoring organpeer
into the
tion) lenses and can be viewed at
big instruments to
ization
addresse
the members
lives of Tetrahymena and Euthe base of the instrument. What
any interested person on varand
glena, two varieties of protozothe observer sees can be deious aspects of marketing.
ans. Euglena is a rather exotic
scribed as a "shadow" of the spe2) Internship Program
sumsingle-celled organism which
cimen, with highlights which per- mer employment is arranged for
possesses a whip-like tail for
mit observation of all its details. "brothers." This helps to make a
locomotion and a light-sensitive
Photographs are taken with both
more experienced student.
area or "eye." It also performs
35-mm and 75-mm high-speed film.
3) Sales and Research projects
photosynthesis; thus it is a semiThese are the real material for wherein the students engage in
plant, semi-animal structure.
study.
various activities which are repA primary area of investigation
All this work was made possible resentative of their particular inby
Ed Amento
Photo
is the nucleua, and especially the
FR. SULLIVAN AT THE 'SCOPE
(Continued on Page Seventeen) terest in marketing.
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Chorale: An uneven 'Carmen '
By

KEVIN DEMPSEY

Last Friday Bizet's Carmen was performed in a concert version
by the BC Chorale, the St. Anne's Boys' Chorus of Fall River, soloists Jean Madeira and Nicholas di Virgilio of the Met and Rafael
Lebrom and Eleanor Edwards, with an orchestra, not mentioned in
the program, under the direction of Dr. C. AlexanderPeloquin.
Miss Madeira and Mr. di Virgilio were unable to rehearse with
the Chorale and this may account for the performance's flaws. It
was a fairly satisfying performance, not a great one, but certainly
nol n disaster either. Cues were missed and there were some unfortunate false starts by the Chorale, but their generally fine work,
plus some superb solo singing, a delightful and excellent Boys'
Chorus, and sheerly magnificent orchestral playing made up for
the disappointments.
Top honors of the event must go to the orchestra. They had
Ihe most work to do, and Friday night's unknown ensemble was
brilliant. Dr. Peloquin's direction was spirited, well-paced, and
true to the score; nothing more can be asked of a conductor.
Miss Madeira has an extremely solid low register, but she
seemed cautious at the top of her range, no doubt because of the
lack of rehearsal. She overcame her cautiousness as the opera went
on and, especially in Act IV. she showed her voice as the faultless
professional instrument il is. Her vocal cautiousness, however, in no
way hampered her dramatically. Both she and Mr. di Virgilio, working without scores, strove quite successfully to prevent a "concert
performance of Carmen from becoming an oratorio.
Mr. di Virgilio and Rafael Lobrom, as Eseamillo. both gave
exlrcmely satisfying performances. Both handled their voices with
ease, and each was an effective vocal foil for the other.
Not so with Eleanor Edwards as Micaela. She seems to have
a weak voice, which made her aria in Act 111 sound forced. Her
high point was her ravishingly beautiful duet in Act I with di Virgilio which came off perfectly.
The other minor roles were filled admirably. Special note should
go to the bass who played Zuniga. a replacement for the originally
scheduled Roy Delp. He had an' especially pleasant basso and his
French was the best of the lot. The girl friends of Carmen, played
by Ann Ramus and D'ana Fortunato, were very good, especially in
the two trios with Madeira. Jesse Coston, as El Dancairo, was
notably impressive in his important recitatives.
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Versatile service
By Bill Conti
Features Staff

An integral part of any university is the guidance department.
This is no less true at Boston College, although all too often there
is a tendency to underestimate
the duties and the ability of the
BC Guidance Department.
The duties of the Guidance Department of A&S cover two major areas: psychotherapy and ed-

ucation.
Psychotherapy
lias always
been an important duty of the
department. As a matter of
fact, 259r of those who visit the
Guidance Department go for
personal reasons, some for severe emotional problems and
others for family or environmental problems. But the main
emphasis of the department is
educational.
It is different to imagine how
many duties the department
serves. For instance, that of A&S
serves as official military advisory, it is the center for BC's extensive work in the Peace Corps,
and is responsible for the publication of the student handbook.
The personnel of the Guidance
Department of A&S includes three
full-time counselors, each of whom
has a professional degree in
counseling psychology. Each of
these counselors is available to
students whenever they are needed and is qualified to deal with
both emotional and scholastic
problems. In addition, if the emotional problem of the student
is severe he can be referred to
the Health Service which in turn
has a psychiatrist on call at all

times.
Like any organization of the
university, the Guidance Department has its financial problems. Currently, the Guidance
Department of A&S has a budget of approximately $50,000.
This may seem somewhat inadequate but hopefully in the future this will increase considerable. At the same time, the
range of the Department's duties may be substantially decreased.
Just how does the Guidance Department of A&S compare with
those of other Jesuit institutions?
According to Mr. Weston Jenks,
head of the Guidance Department
of A&S, who did a study of most
of the better Jesuit institutions before taking his positions: "It is
as good as and superior to most
of the services offered in other

Jesuit schools."
But, how do we compare with
non-sectarian schools? Mr. Jenks

spoke here of the greater scope
of educational services offered at
BC; the focus here is on such
Photo by Dave Flanagan services rather than on psychotherapy. "In terms of our servDR. PELOQUIN CONDUCTING

Photo by Dave Flanagan

MR. WESTON JENKS

ices," said Mr. Jenks. "there is ment has specific goals. These
probably no other place doing a were summed up by Mr. Jenks:
better job."
"I would like all the time needed
In recent weeks there has been to serve all the people that need
quite a furor about the proposed to be served."
tuition hike. Part of the hike will
be used to pay a psychologist. It
has also been proposed that the
Guidance Department of BC be
centralized and that the psychologist be available to the students
through this centralized office.
Mr. Jenks is in favor of such an
office as long as each of the individual offices remains in exFidelity Union Life Insurance Co.
istence. Mr. Jenks made quite
clear his expressed desire for a
continuation of the close relationship between the student and the
department. This would be quite
Guaranteed
difficult if a huge centralized ofby a top company.
fice tried to handle the guidance
No war clause.
problems of all of the schools.

College Master

Although the Guidance Department here at BC is of high
quality, it is still not without
its problems. For instance, finances are a continuing source
of difficulty. The tuition raise
will help alleviate the problem.

Also, while the A&S Guidance
Department is quite well-staffed,
the other departments are understaffed. There is also the omnipresent unfair criticism that all
school departments receive. Unfortunately, the critics cannot
know what services the Guidance
Department performs in a confidential manner.

The future of the Guidance Department here at BC does look
good. With the possibility of expanded facilities and a larger
budget, it will undoubtedly continue to meet the needs of the
growing university. Like any organization, the Guidance Depart-

Exclusive benefits at
special rates.
Full aviation coverage.
Premium deposits deferred
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The enigma

of Fulbright

By JOHN SIMON
Features Staff

The tremendous confusion that has accumulated around the figure of Sena-

tor J. William Fulbright has produced from its midst only one fairly sure conclusion:

that it is justified.

Senator Fulbright has been and
continues to be a mystifying man.
Although one can speak about his
outlook, this is insufficient aid in
applying any pattern of consistency to his actions. This mystification continues to plague one in
the Senator's new book, The Arrogance of Power.

Caucasian Chalk Circle:

Barnum at TCB

The book itself is a collection
of essays, all tied in one way or
another to the theme stated in
the title. According to Senator
Fulbright, the United States is in

danger of beroming arrogant in
the possession of great power,
By STEPHEN LANDRIGAN
of misusing its power, and of ultimately over-reaching itself to its
Features Staff
own destruction.
The Caucasion Chalk Circle is and Wyman Pendleton, Eve Whyte,
From this starting point he
Bertolt Brecht at his best. The play and Hector Elizondo in their vari- goes
on to consider a number of
is a circus filled with moments ous characterizations.
issues: dissent in the university
humor,
of subtle
broad farce, dazThe physical production, from and the political forum; revoluzling spectacle, a little propagancommunism, and the Amthe
oriental style masks worn tion,
da, and a host of other three-ring
attitude; and the future
erican
familiarities, best described in the by the nobles, and the tatterforeign relations.
of
American
costumes,
demalion
to
the
clever
superlative. And yet, beneath its
lighting, scenic, and musical ef- The main points of his argument
gaudy exterior, the show does conare clear. Dissent, which is infects is uniformly excellent.
tain that elusive quality of calcreasingly endangered in the
response
culated audience
that
United States by pressure for a
Circle,
The
Caucasian
Chalk
spells the difference between
then, is a fitting successor to the fraudulent consensus, must be
Barnum and Brecht.
other fine productions that have recognized as a legitimate expresCurrently in production at the marked this season at the TCB. sion of patriotic sentiment.
Theatre Company of Boston, The
Chalk Circle is the alternately realistic and ritualistic telling of
two loosely related stories that

The United States, obsessed
by its opposition to communism,
is setting itself against the legitimate aspirations of the revolutionary peoples of the undeveloped world. Thus driving
realities of the third world are
alien and confusing to unrevolutionary America, specifically
in the case of Vietnam. It is
necessary to understand and
sympathize with them lest we
be trapped in a situation of increasing suppression of liberty
at home and impossible attempts at repression of nationalist aspirations abroad.
The key to the future, says
the Senator, is accommodation.
There are no eternal fanaticisms,
and by magnanimity in its foreign policy the United States will
open the way for a more stable
and ultimately a freer world, as
well as ending the consumption
by war by resources needed for
solving urgent problems at home.
It is, in essence, the work of a
conservative statesman, one who
wishes to make necessary accommodations and salutary reforms within a continuing tradition.

Mozart in McElroy

with the aid of a narrator manage to meet in the closing moments of the play. Both are set
The lowa String Quartet gave a
amidst the ravages of a revolution performance of works by Mozart,
in the Caucasus mountains.
Walton, and Beethoven last ThursThe first act recounts the efday in the Resident Students'
forts of Grusha Vashnadze, to Lounge, McElroy Commons. The
save the infant crown prince Quartet is in residence at the
Unifrom the treachery of the eneversity
of
lowa,
and
is
considered
my. She flees with the boy to
her distant homeland, only to to be one of the half dozen top
lose him at the end.
groups in the United States.
Act two opens with an entirely

The program began with Modifferent tale. Azdak, an unscru- zart's Quartet No. 14 in G major,
pulous small-time politician , is K. 387, the first of the six quartsuddenly cast by the ironies of ets dedicated to Haydn, which for
war into the role of a judge where the first time reveal his idiomatic
he blithely shatters every precemastery of the genre. There was
dent of law-giving. He seizes the a little roughness and insecurity
governorship and restores peace ( of execution in beginning moveto the state.
ments, but this disappeared in the

Only then do the stories of the
judge and the kitchen maid cross.
Azdak must decide who should
have custody of the young prince,
his natural, but uncaring mother,

or Grusha Vashnadze. Azdak resolves the case and the play by
calling on the test of the Caucasian Chalk Circle.

later movements; nevertheless,
there were still points in the other
pieces played which revealed a
certain rough-edged nervousness.

of "How To Succeed In Business, East Lynne," and the
Borsht Circuit. Mr. Wheeler has
a way of giving dramatic depth
to the most insignificant of

scenes.

Ed a bit too straightforward, passing by a world of possible
subtlety and grace. One is reminded of Arthur Schnabel's saying, that Mozart is too easy for
production.
children, and too difficult for
The cast is peerless. Especially artists.
notable are Penelope Allen who
expertly plays the tomboyish kitThe Quartet in A minor by
chen maid turned mother, Grusha William Walton, written in 1947,
Vashnadze; Ralph Waite as the was introduced by the violist as
impeccably comic Azdak; Paul being one of the masterpieces of
Benedict as the morose storyteller, quartet literature in the twen-

humorous mood of the movement.
The adagio, an extended, tenderly personal statement, was the
high point of the performance.
The finale came out somewhat
chaotically, perhaps because it
does not provide an adequate resolution to the pathos just ex-

pressed.
The recital attracted about a
hundred people in. spite of the
snowstorm, and the resident's
lounge is well suited for chamber
music if one discounts the oc-

The finale re-introduced some casional wierd noises from the
motifs which had appeared in the dining hall. It is to be hoped that
earlier movements, and provided Father Sweeney will bring more
a decisive and completing close. revisionist music to this fair
In general, it is a somewhat con- campus.
ventional quartet, about as inter-

esting and exciting as British
music ever gets. As most American chamber ensembles seem to
do with modern music, the lowa
felt quite at home in the
Quartet
The performance was enjoyable,
playing it with more inthough to this reviewer it sound- Walton,
terest and concerned brio than
they did the selections from the
standard repetoire.

David Wheeler has directed a
forceful, unconventional, highly
entertaining production that at
once combines the best points

Even that popular Brechtian
idea of audience alienation finds
place in this show. Azdak judges
cases from a seat in the house,
converses freely with the audience, and makes some not too
complimentary remarks about the

By Mark Szpakowski
tieth century. It is in four movements, the first being one of
strong contrasts between softly
flowing melodic expositions and
almost brutal, staccato outbursts. The scherzo managed to
transcend the parody of neoBartokian motoristic effects towards which it was at first tendding, while the slow movement
was most effective in communicating its burden of somewhat
undifferentiated melancholic affect.

The second half of the program
was devoted to the "Rasumovsky"
Quartet Op. 59, No. 1, called by
Alfred Einstein one of the crowns
of Beethovn's life work. Perhaps
the second violinist's accompaniment to the opening statement of
the first movement's theme will
never sound the same after a
quartet has played Bartok, let
alone grown up on him. Such
neologisms did not obtrude often
or excessively, however.

Interpretation was more of a
problem in the Scherzo, but
here it resolved itself quite happily, tor though the cellist introduced the theme much too
gravely and somberly, and
should have set the tenor of the
piece either as faster and lightor else as smaller and more
delicate, the gradually successful efforts of the smaller instruments to be livelier added to the

er

Yet one is confused because the
Senator has taken such startlingly different positions in the past.
As J. F. Stone has shown in
The New York Review of Books,
it is possible that present government policies were originally
based at least in part on suggestions made by Senator Fulbright during a more warlike
phase a few years ago. Now,
when he sees the bog into which
these policies lead, he has
changed his mind. But he must
have known at the time of the
"blank-check" resolution how
flimsy were the reasons behind
it. Why did he make himself a
party to it?
The point of this is not mainly to cast a pall on the Senator's Integrity, but to show how
difficult it is for even the most
intelligent statesman to avoid
entanglement in the morass of
Washington. One may ask how
much clear-headednests can be
expected in present circumstances, although Senator Fulbright at least seems to assume
the highest degree of reasonableness on the part of the
Johnson Administration.
There are also deeper questions.
The Senator states early in the
book, speaking of the institutional channels of government, "The
good order and democracy of
our society
depend on the
keeping open of these channels."
He correctly attributes the current upsurge of direct action in
America to their malfunctioning.
This, however, brings up the
crucial question; can they be
made to work effectively? Many
have decided that the current
system is incapable of reform
and have opted for a revolutionary solution. Others, including the Senator, continue to believe the present system will be
able to solve its pressing domestic and foreign problems.
On the answer to the question
hangs the whole future, not
only of Vietnam, but of Ameri-

.

. .

ca.

Electron microscope
(Continued from Page Fifteen)

...

optical microscope is in the thousands of Angstroms, theoretically
an electron microscope can "see"
down to half an Angstrom.
Observation of single celled organisms such as Euglena requires
resolutions down to about 30 Angstroms, well within the range of
either scope at BC.

by a National Science Foundation (NSF) grant two years ago,
which permitted purchase of the
Phillips scope. The acquisition of
the scope was, said Fr. Sullivan,
a "very lucky" occurrence, since
the NSF no longer gives grants
for such purchases.
In addition to' the obvious adA grant from the Christina
vantages of dealing with a single
Sonntag Foundation for Cancer
cell, the disadvantages are
Research permitted the purminimized because of the rescope,
chase of the Zeiss
which
productive characteristics of the
is used as a training instruprotozoans. If shocked electriment. The Sonntag Foundation
cally to a certain degree, many
was established by a man in
organisms can be made to rethe die and foundry business
produce simultaneously and thus
whose wife died of cancer.
the aggregate can be considered
Sonntag visited Fr. Sullivan and
as a tissue of individual cells or
the meeting resulted in a grant
for $175,000, which began last
a multicellular organism.
September. Since that time, Mr.
By such fundamental research
Sonntag has also died of canas this will a key to the undercer.
standing of cancer be found. Says
Thus the basic function of the Fr. Sullivan: "It's a basic relab is cancer investigation, but search; we're not looking to cure
on a pure research level. The cancer. What we're trying to do
facility itself is especially suited is to understand the abnormal
toward the investigation of cancer mechanisms of cell divisions found
and cell division phenomena of in cancer cells as opposed to the
very small organisms. While the normal mechanisms found in a
theoretical resolution power of an high-class normal organism."
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Wolters, Hice, Pooper

Canadians, No!

Seniors look to NCAA

Kevin O'Malk}

By BILL McDONALD
Sports Editor

Collegiate hockey occupies a very singular position
Tuesday's win over Canisius marked the final home appearance of three of in the spectrum of American athletics. In some areas
the Eagles?captain Willie Wolters, Doug Hice and manager Mark Poopor.
of the country, it enjoys that special prideful attention
and local fanaticism reserved in the heart of the sports
This trio played on the first
fan
for amateur competition. In other areas, it is totally
freshman team Coach Bob Cousy
unknown.
personally recruited back in 1962-63. And while Mark became basketball manager in his sophomore
year, Willie and Doug have gone
on to play leading parts in the
BC basketball success story.

This lack of universality of appreciation for the college game has always been attributed, and rightfully so,
to diverse climatic conditions. Tremendous advances in
the efficiency and the lowering cost of artificial ice tech-

niques should have alleviated the problem, but they have
not. It may be argued that professional franchises have
sprung up in such uninviting locales as Jacksonville and
Los Angeles, and so they have. The success of such an
exciting spectator sport in new areas is hardly unexpected. It must be considered, however, that any connection between collegiate hockey and its professional
counterpart is loose, at best. In football, basketball, and
even baseball, the colleges furnish tremendous numbers
of potential professionals. This has never been the case
with regard to hockey, although many hockey fans expect a greater influx of Americans into the pro game
after the upcoming National Hockey League expansion.
This expectation, unfortunately, may not be altogether

Born in Germany, Willie was a
latecomer to the game, first
touching a basketball in high
school, but starring at center at
Brooklyn's Bishop Loughlin. Initially somewhat awkward due to

inexeperience, Willie now stands

BC's top career rebounder, recently surpassing Gerry Ward's
record of 920, and holds the single
game rebound mark with 30
against Seton Hall in 1965.
as

Cousy said of the 6-8 center,
"Willies been the main cog in our
team for the past three years.
But over and above his value to
us as a player has been his position as this year's team captain.
Being captain is no easy task,
and while a lot of players would
regard it as an honorary post.
Willies really put himself into it
and done a fine job. This year
we've had no difficulties with personal friction. The season's accomplishments have come on a
completely unified effort due in
large part to Willie."
An excellent student majoring
in psychology in the College of
Arts and Sciences, Willie has
ideas of graduate school and
has applied to a few. But before
that he said he'd like to try his
hand at professional ball. "I'd
just like to have the personal
satisfaction of knowing I took a
shot at it."
A High School All-America at
Trenton Catholic in New Jersey,
6-2 Dough Hice brought to BC
basketball a multitude of talents.
Used during the last three seasons
at both guard and forward, Doug
possesses fine defensive skills and
is a steady scorer besides being
one of the best drivers in college
basketball. In addition, anyone
who has attended practice sessions
and gone on road trips with the
Eagles knows his fun-loving personality brings a lot of enjoyment
and relaxation to the other members of the squad.

justified.

For such an influx is highly dependent on the expansion and improvement of hockey among the collegians.. The first and perhaps most important element of
this process, expansion, may not be forthcoming, primarily because of college hockey's major problem?Canadian recruits.

The problem revolves around the thesis put forth
by some of the nation's ice elite, that without Canadians
the chances of overall success are slim. They defend the
Art Kelly makes presentation to Capt. Willie Wolters and Doug Hice
on the grounds that everyone else does it, and
practice
commemorating their outstanding play during the past three seasons.
Award was made after the. final home game of the year against Canisius. they follow suit in the interest of competition. There can
be no black or white tags of praise or blame applied to
lege of Business Administration, answer. "Sure I did. It was one the matter, for it certainly isn't inherently bad.
Doug's plans after graduation in
June are at the moment indefinite.
Mark Pooper did not leave
active athletics when he became manager in 1964-65, but
became a pitcher on the Eagles
baseball team, a position he
still retains. After graduation as
a sociology major in Arts and
Sciences, Mark hopes to teach
and coach in high school or
spend a couple of years in the
Air Force.
These men have spent the same
four years at the Heights as Bob
Cousy and it's obvious "Mr. Basketball" has brought about some
changes in BC basketball. But
what changes have these three
seen?

Mark, perhaps because of his
position as a non-player, has noticed the improvement in the caliber of BC teams. "This team has
to be the best of the last four.
One of the main points is the
greatest number of real tall players,
but probably the most imSpeaking of Doug's versatility,
Cousy said, "Doug has fulfilled portant thing in that this group is
everything we have ever asked of a team and plays like a team."
him without complaint. We've
Hice and Wolters, on the othused him as a starter, as a deer hand, bring the focus upon
fensive specialist for players like the students, the fans. Both
Jim Walker of Providence and agree that the change they noEd Suidut of Holy Cross, and as ticed most came in this area.
a sixth man to go in and perk "In my freshman year, some
the team up. Most college players, of the games were brutal," Doug

unlike the pros, wouldn't be able
to adjust to such an assignment,
but Doug's done it."
A marketing major in the Col-

_

AP top ten
UCLA
Louisville
North Carolina
Kansas

Princeton
Western Kentucky
Houston
Tennessee

23-0

23-3
20-3
19-3
22-2

Texas Western-

21-2
21-3
18-5
19-5

Boston College

18-2

said, "A lot of the fans would
come to see the frosh play and
then leave when the varsity
came out, but this year, especially, the whole program has
achieved widespread support."
Wolters concurs, saying, "The
enthusiasm of the fans has been
the big change. The formation
of the Courtside Club this year
has been a good step. Boston
is known as a hockey town and
tough to break, but I think
we've started to do It."
Asked if whether as freshmen,
they thought that in their senior
year the team would be in the
top ten and invited to the NCAA's,
Wolters and Hice differed in their

of the reasons besides Cousy that
I came here," Hice said. "I believed that I would be playing on
an NCAA team when I was a senior." Willie said he had no idea
such a thing would happen. "As a
freshman, the only thing I thought
about was doing the best I could."
Both men, however, felt at the
beginning of this season that the
team would go to the NCAA tournament. "I could see the change
in attitude at the beginning of the
season," Willie said. "The team
started to play like a real unit
and I knew we could do it."
The end of the season for the
Eagles, in the mind of both
players, will come in the NCAA
finals in Louisville. "We have
a good shot to make the finals,"
Willie says,"I think we're
strong enough to win the Eastern regionals."
While Doug and Willie wouldn't
be completely satisfied unless the
team did go to the finals, Willie
is glad just to be in the tournament, "It's great to know you're
considered good enough to play
against the best."
Both Willie and Doug feel that
Cousy has fulfilled their every expectation, and has developed into
a fine collegiate coach. "The
coach is a lot closer to the players this year and the team spirit
has come right along with it,"

Willie said.
As to what event they will remember most from their four
years here, each of the three
seniors had different answers.
Doug picked the recent victory
over Providence, Willie selected
the Holiday
Festival final
against Providence last year
and Mark pegged the Sugar
Bowl tourney as his favorite.

The Courtside Club made a
presentation to Wolters and Hice
at their last home game. But
while this commemorated their
performances of the past, let's
hope that in the future they might
get the biggest thrill in collegiate

basketball?the NCAA finals.

However, the effect such recruiting can have on expansion is rather significant. Is an athletic director in a
region undergoing its first real exposure to the game
going to initiate it in the school's program under the
ultimatum that he must either recruit in Canada or resign himself to mediocrity? Hockey interests in the East
and the Midwest recruit across the border to survive.
But our mythical athletic director has not even begun

before he is faced with the difficulties of such survival.
It is hardly conceivable that schools which do not
currently include hockey in their athletic programs, and
they are in the majority, would jump at the chance to
get involved in such a sticky situation. Thus far, the
NCAA has been silent on the problems, and all the while
the potential effects of the situation become more pressing.

This, then, is the unconsidered and indefinable limit
which may be brought to bear on the future expansion
of the collegiate game. It is most unfortunate that the
difficulty exists, even more so because a great many good
sports fans may never know what they are missing.
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NHL style
Jim Blake
With the proposed six team expansion of the National Hockey League to take effect next year, much
has been said recently concerning the fate of American
athletes who desire to make a career of professional
hockey?NHL style. In its long history, the NHL has
had only a handful of American-bred players make the
grade.
In recent years, Tommy Williams and Charley
Burns of the Boston Bruins have been the only American-born players in the NHL. At best, they have been
only slightly above professional calibre. In the college
ranks, no recent American-born college player has made
the grade in the NHL; many have tried out, however.
These include John Cunniff of Boston College, Terry
Slater of St. Lawrence, Art Chisholm of Northeastern,
and numerous others. The only college players to make
it in the NHL have been born and raised in Canada,
these including Red Berenson of the New York Rangers,
Gary Bauman of the Montreal Canadians, and Red Hay
of the Chicago Black Hawks. All of this brings to mind
the reality of the professional aspirations of today's
American-born college hockey players. What can be
done to help them? More importantly, what can be done
to aid the college hockey game in general?
Once again, the two most controversial proposed
says speedy Jack Kvanei, with a step on Canisius' John Morrison, as Terry Driscoll
OK, NOW WHAT?
rules changes have come to the front concerning the
(left) stands in apparent awe In this second half action.
college game. These 1 are: the proposal to allow body
checking to be done all over the ice rather than in just
the defensive zone as it is done now; and the proposal to
have the red line incorporated into the game as a passing line rather than just as a zone-dividing line as it is
now. Both proposals haye 1 their good points and bad.
These will be discussed soon at the NCAA Rules Committee meetings. But with the careers of many players
hanging in the balance, the adoption of at least one of
By KEVIN KELLEY
these proposals would be highly beneficial to aspiring
professional
players in particular and to the game in
After half a season of line changes Coach Kelley has finally come up with general.
the "big line" threat that has been characteristic of BC hockey for so many years.
As with any proposed changes in rules and regulaIn Jerry York, Gordie Clarke, position. York is the complete cen- of the most rugged forwards in tions in any field, these recommendations have their
and Bob Kupka, the Eagles have ter; he scores consistently, sets college hockey.
avid supporters and their staunch enemies. Those advofound a line capable of skating up his wings beautifully, and nevHis all-out, headlong rushes have cating these changes, including Eddie Jeremiah of Darter hesitates to go into the corners more than once brought him a mouth and Cooney Weiland of Harvard, cite the facts
with the best.
Aiken,
and Leetch or behind the goal after the puck. solid shaking-up along the boards, that checking all over the ice would both make the
Hogan,
Cornell's Doug Ferguson may be but he has always been there American college player more alert and make the game
were a smoother trio to watch,
a better skater, BU's Herb Waka- when his line comes out on the more exciting to the fans. It would also allow more agC'uniff, Dyer, and Mullen slightgressive teams to take advantage of their skills and
ly more productive, but when bayashi a flashier stick handler, next turn.
together
but if you put
would put more forechecking into the game. These
it comes to hustle, aggressivecoaches who support the rules changes also maintain
ness, and sheer determination in selecting a first string Allthat the usage of the red line as a passing line would
the current three are not to be America center, Jerry York detop ten
serves the nod.
make the American boy more alert to passing and would
topped.
If you watch Gordie Clarke UCLA
23-0 eliminate many of the long clearing passes that usually
Strangely enough this isn't the
first year these three have played for very long you're bound to Louisville
23-3 miss their mark and wind up in the opponent's end for
on the same line. They were be impressed by his play in the North Carolina
20-3 a needless icing violation. Those not favoring these
matched up last season and corners. His ability to out-mus- Kansas
19-3 changes, including John "Snooks" Kelley of Boston Colworked well together, and when cle bigger defensemen and get Princeton
22-2 lege and Ned Harkness of Cornell, maintain that the
Snooks started shifting personnel the puck out in front is uncanny. Houston
21-3 adoption of these proposals would increase the chances
this year, looking for better over- He uses skates, stick, arms and Western Kentucky
21-2 of a player incurring an injury and would eliminate
all balance, they were reunited.
legs to full advantage. When Tennessee
18-5 much of the excitement of the long clearing pass to a
Texas Western
Hustle is the keynote with this Clarke goes after that little rub19-5 breakaway rusher. These contentions, however, are only
line. Their aggressive, hard skatber disk it's a better than even BOSTON COLLEGE
18-2 minor compared to the points of discussion, and any
ing styles complement one an- bet he is going to end up with it. Princeton
22-2 harmful effects arising from the adoption of these proposals could be easily ironed out by the most important
other, and much of their success It has been said that the mark
must be attributed to their knack of a real athlete is one who can
factor in competitive sports: experience.
of constantly bearing down on the play his sport in a rugged fashion
The 1fact that the National Hockey League operates
team
and still remain injury free. Senior
net.
under these rules is only part of the story; the fact that
Capt. Jerry York centers the Bob Kupka, the third member of
the college game needs improvement is important also.
at
line and is the best around at his BC's high-scoring first line, is one
Lacrosse, considered by some to The adoption of these rules changes would both aid the
cause of the American boy who has professional aspirbe the nation's fastest-growing
sport, has found a place at BC ations and would iron out many of the faults of the
college game. It is not a question of "giving in" to the
due to the efforts of two juniors. NHL;
but rather, it is a question of enhancing the wellPaul Lenardson and Ken Hackbeing of all concerned. It is my hope that the NCAA
ett have formed the BC LaRules Committee will consider these points in making
crosse Club, which has already
been approved by the Campus their decision.

...

York, Clark, Kupka

First

line-first

class

UPI

Lacrosse
started BC

Rifle team shooting
for NE championship
By JIM CREAMER

On March 18, the BC Rifle Team will set its sights, literally,
towards the New England Rifle Championships.
BC's chief aggressor on the range will be Northeastern, noted
for their firepower throughout the area. Despite Northeastern's prominence on the rifle range, BC shot down the Huskies in their only
skirmish of the season by 32 points. This is the first victory for
BC against NU in their encounters of the past two years. Both
teams have 4-1 records. BC's only loss this year so far was incurred
at New London. There, the Coast Guard Academy refused to lower
the "colors" by out-gunning the Eagle team by five points which
is a victory in name only but still a victory.
Despite this deficiency in the overall record, the rifle team
consider themselves no worse than Northeastern and expect the
Huskies to meet their Waterloo in the championships.
The top five shooters for the team are as follows: Jim DeGeorge
A&S '68 with a 254.4 average, Jack Lambert CBA '67 with a 253.6,
Bob Cartwright A&S '67 with a 252.7, Mary Gallogly Nursing '67 with
a 251.7 and Ed Hanley A&S '69 with a 247.4 average. The top four
men are members of the ROTC and Mary Gallogly is a Councillor on
BC's Campus Council.

Council and Athletic Association.
The club has also received initial grants of $100 from the CBA
Student Senate and $150 from
the Campus Council.
At the club's first meeting, more
than 50 students attended. Len-

ardson and Hackett announced
that conditioning will take place
next week and practice will begin
once the snow melts.
The AA has granted half of
the intramural field and storage
space to the club. Since lacrosse is a spring sport, the
schedule will be arranged during the next few weeks.
Lenardson and Hackett emphasize that no experience is necessary fo rthose interested in joining the club.

Chris Flynn of the CBA Student Senate (left) presents a $100 check to
Paul Lenardson and Ken Hackett of the newly-formed Boston Colleges.
Lacrosse Club.
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Eagles seeded in ECAC
By JIM BLAKE

Staff Writer

Before the current college hockey season began, the Boston College Eagles
picked
by the "experts" to be the darkhorses in the East. Spurred by persewere
verance and hustle, Coach Snooks Kelley's sextet has fought its way through the
throes of a rebuilding year and has done quite well for itself. In fact, the club has
done so, well that it has been seeded third for next week's ECAC College Hockey
Tournament.
The ECAC Selection Committee Lawrence have been chosen as Wally Coviello has been riddled
announced this week that Boston six of the eight teams in the with injuries.
University, Cornell, Boston Col- tourney field. B. C, due to their
One position which has been in
lege, Vale, Clarkson, and St. third seed, will enjoy the home safe hands, however, is the goal
ice advantage for next Tuesday's with the East's leading goaltendfirst round game. The committee er Ken Dryden handling the chorwill wait until Sunday to pick the es. With such sturdy backing, the
remaining two teams from among Big Red have been almost invulHarvard, New Hampshire, Brown, nerable this season.
Northeastern, and Army and seed
The remaining teams shouldn't
pose much of a threat to the
the last four teams.
For the third time this season,
Eagles. The Vale Bulldogs of
How will the BC charges fare Coach Dick Gagliardi have enBilly Evans, BC's great sophomore backcourt ace, has been against the sturdy Canadian-bred joyed a surprising season. With
named to the weekly ECAC All- horses? On paper it doesn't look Jack Morrison leading the way,
East basketball team. He joins too good. But from the way the Vale has been up among the conthe likes of Jim Walker, Wes Eagles have conducted themtenders throughout the year. Their
Bialosuknia, and Bob Lloyd in the selves so far, one can't help from top performance was their stunbeing a little optimistic.
dream squad's backcourt.
ning upset of Cornell earlier in
Billy was cited for such perBU Coach Jack Kelley has the year. But the Bulldogs have
formances as his 17 point, 8-for-9 brought his Terriers through, an been faltering of late and should
shooting night against BU, and undefeated season in the East be quite vulnerable.
his 22 point game against George- on the strength of a "win for
Clarkson and St. Lawrence,
town, not to mention his 16 assist me" campaign conducted beboth picked to be top contenders
dazzler against Providence.
earlier in the year, have been
tween occasional recruiting
Steve Adelman and Terry Dris- jaunts through the Ontario rethe biggest disappointments.
coll are other BC past selections gions. But the BU sextet has I.ru Ceglarsld's Clarkson outfit
in the poll. Among the players maintained itself well in spite of
has been coining on strong of
selected for the other positions on Kelley and the lack of an avid
late, however, on the work of
this week's team are Sonny Dove, following |
its four fine players: Gary PatTOO MUCH DRISCOLL
was the Canisius plight in its 80-76 loss to
Philterson, Bob Emrie, Brian DoolBC. Here Terry hauls in one of the 10 rebounds which complemented a Keith Hochstein, and Charlie
The Terriers' second line of ing, and Fred Silver. The lack
lips of Fairfield.
(and
maybe the country's) best sixth man.
26 point night for the East's
Herb Wakabayashi, Serge Boily, of strength in its remaining two
and Mickey Gray has turned out lines, however, should give
to be the most productive one in Clarkson too much of an obthe East with Wakabayashi keystacle to overcome.
ing the attack. But the work of
Likewise, St. Lawrence has been
By BOB RYAN
defensemen Pete McLachlan and putting on a last ditch effort. With
Staff Writer
Brian Gilmour has kept the team the goaltending of John Went, the
on top. With a strong momentum Larries have been picking up of
Just what Holy Cross needed, you know, was another incentive. As if try- going for them, the Terriers will late against
the East's weaker
ing to avenge five straight losses to BC weren't enough to psyche up The Cross, the be hard to stop in the clutch.
clubs. But the lack of a consistCrusaders have the added knowledge that a win over NCAA-bound BC would defiSt.
Along with BU, the Big Red of ent scoring punch should put
nitely enhance their NIT chances. Great.
Lawrence
behind
the
"8
ball"
Cornell have formed a dynasty in
the East by having gone through once too often.
The Crusaders have been play- prise the HC starting five.
On the whole, Boston College
The Boston College-Holy Cross the regular season with only one
The game will be played in the
ing good ball of late, losing only
has done quite well and should
game,
basketball
slated
to
be
loss.
But
47)
Ned Harkness' Canadiless-than-idyllic setting of the
to Providence (HE threw in
continue to prove itself in this
since they last faced BC. Burly Worcester Auditorium, a building played in the Worcester Audi- ans haven't played as well as tournament. The work of Captain
torium,
will
be
shown
on
retheir record indicates. While the
Keith Hochstein, the poor man's decorated in Early Grub and conJerry York has been of All-AmLuke Jackson, has been his usual structed for anything except gional TV tomorrow at 2:00 Big Red has been playing sound, erican calibreand the goaltending
Boston,
In
the
p.m.
game
close-checking
hockey,
can
they have
effective self. Big Ed Siudut, basketball. It was there, howbeen having quite a bit of trouble of sensational sophomore George
thoroughly bottled up by BC first ever, that Siudut wrecked the BC be seen on Channel 5.
putting the puck in the net. Be- McPhee has been a steadying intime out, has gone on several frosh last year. It is the place
fluence during the Eagles' second
scoring binges since then. These where StazinsM can be counted on February 4. And it is there cause of this, Harkness has been period slumps.
But the Maroon
two, plus Ron Texeira, Al Stazin- upon to shoot better than the 3- that the Crusaders, spurred on by constantly switching his lines
and Gold will have to play their
no
one
remaining
around
with
line
ski, and Jim Murray, still corn- for-19 he had in Roberts Center the entire (and you'd better bebest hockey of the seasonin order
lieve that!) student body, play intact throughout the season.
to overcome the challenges posed
best.
The Doug Ferguson line, by the powerful duo of BU and
BC has won the last three Bos- which also includes Doug's twin, Cornell.
ton games, 111-89, 98-68, and 92Dave, and Mike Doran, has
If the Eagles can do it, and it's
-74. BC has won the last two been in flux with Doug playing a mightly big "if", it will be the
Worcester games, 95-94, and 87-83. left wing on occasion. The secperfect finish to a very rewardAnd if that doesn't tell the story, ond line of Bob Ferguson, Mur- ing season, and it will give Bosnothing does.
ray Death, Bob Kinasewich, has ton College representatives in
By JIM O'REILLY
Last year's Worcester encount- been switching members with both the basketball and hockey
Tension?all the way. For the season's home finale er was a particularly memorable the first line, and the third line NCAA sponsored tournaments. No
affair. Steve Adelman had a 10or university has ever
Tuesday night, the outside gunning of Canisius and the -for 12 shooting spree in the first comprised of sophomores Bob college
McGuinn, Pete Tufford, and done this before.
illnes of All-East guard Bill Evans made the 80-76 BC half, for one thing. But the highvictory a thriller.
light of the game was the best
fight since K. C. Jones,
basketball
Willie Wolters, playing his last In last Friday's 101-93 win at
stool in hand, stood up to Wilt
home game, came through on Georgetown, new Hoya coach
Chamberlain a few years back.
clutch foul shots & big rebounds Jack Magee put up a 2-1-2 zone Greg Hochstein,
Keith's big
for fifteen points. Doug Hice, the
to build an early eleven-point brother, and Wolters were tossed
other senior on, the NCAA-bound
out of the game after a wild mam.
Eagles, survived a raining ham- margin.
After adding three more wins to their unbeaten string this past
melee which saw fans pour onto
merlock from.the Griffin's DenThen Billy Evans stole the show the floor. Playing without
week, the BC freshman basketball team now stands only one game
John
nis Misko to sink the game-win- for BC. Evans and Kvancz ran
Austin and Wolters for over eight away from its second undefeated season in the past three years.
ning foul shots.
two-on-one fast breaks under the
minutes, BC still managed to
Despite the absence of high-scoring Bob Dukiet, who has
Jack Kvancz was the star on taller but slower Hoyas; squeeze by on Jack Kvancz'
been sidelined with the mumps, the Eaglets have had little trouthe fast break; his two free- Kissane's best shooting of the
clutch foul shots in an exciting ble with their recent opponents. Pete Sollene, previously
throws with fifty seconds to go year added to a 48-47 margin at
content
finish.
to be a playmaker, has picked up the scoring slack, as has
gave BC a 78-76 lead and raised the half.
Enraged, perhaps inebriated, Dennis Doble.
him to a season's high 17 points. Evans hit on eight of nine from and all, The Cross still
should not
Terry Driscoll took game honors the floor in a 74-46 rout of BU win unless they find a way to stop
But the big story lately has been the great play of Tom Verwith 26 and dominated the de- on Tuesday the 21st. All thir- Steve Adelman, Terry
Driscoll, roneau, who has teamed with Ray LaGace to give BC control of the
fensive boards.
teen players saw action in the Jim Kissane, Willie Wolters, and boards in his new starting role. Verroneau has also blossomed into
Andy Anderson of the Golden contest, and big Tom Pacynski Billy Evans, who may or may not a scorer, coming through with his season's high of 23 in the 78-63
Griffins shot for 17 points on took away five rebounds and hit be healthy by game time. And win over Chamberlayne.
amazing long-range
jumpers; for four from the floor. No one win they must, if they are to keep
The final game is with Holy Cross, a team BC defeated (with
Bart Carr's 7-for-13 added 17.
fouled him.
their dim MIT hopes alive.
Dukiet) by an 86-71 score one month ago.

Evans tabbed
for All-East

..
.

Crusader battle ahead

Eagles edge Griffins;
topple Georgetown, BU

Freshman quintet aims
for unblemished slate

